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1 Welcome to SOHO! 
 

Thank you for purchasing SOHO! We hope you will enjoy it! 
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2 Pre-installation 
 

In this chapter we will check what you need to do and know about Jazler SOHO before the 

installation. 

 

2.1 Best practices we recommend for a radio station 

 

1. Have ALL your audio files in one folder e.g. AUDIO.  

Reason: This will help you organize your audio files properly and you will be able 

to easily transfer them to another computer if needed. 

2. Decide the categories that your station will have 

Reason: This will make the management of your songs easier and effortless.  

3. Have your audio files in subfolders named as your categories e.g. Pop folder 

contains all pop songs, Hot Current contains all hot current songs etc.  

Reason: This will make importing songs quite easy in SOHO.  

4. SOHO does not edit or alter your audio files in any way. By importing audio files 

in SOHO you just tell SOHO where to find the audio files. 

5. Edit your audio files in an audio editing software in order to be normalized and 

have normal db levels 

Reason: This will ensure that your audio files will be played at same levels and 

there will be no volume difference between them. 

6. Commercial break partitioning, deciding the broadcast time of your commercial 

breaks and what their sections (break priorities) will be. For example, a 

common break has the sections:  

• station ID,  

• commercial break starting announcement,  

• time announcement, 

• commercials broadcasting  

• weather news,  

• news,  

• commercial break ending announcement  

Reason: This step will help you organize your commercial breaks and schedule 

your spots properly and with ease.  

7. How song selection will be made 

a. Main auto schedule/Clocks: This is the main and default way of SOHO 

to make song selections. This method depends on the clocks the user 

creates. 

b. Playlists programming: This method will be used to schedule your 

playout by creating playlists. These playlists can be: 

• user made,  

• automatically created by SOHO or  
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• imported, using text files from third party software that makes 

the scheduling and export it to text files.    

c. Using the final log (whole day scheduling): SOHO can schedule a 24hour 

playlist, the log, for a specific day. This will consider every scheduling 

you have made for this day such as: 

i. independent playlists,  

ii. rebroadcasts,  

iii. commercial breaks,  

iv. force clocks and  

v. in case there is nothing scheduled then the selections will be 

made based on the clocks of the main auto schedule.  

Once the log is approved and saved, SOHO will follow the log and 

will play it exactly as saved. 

8. Edit AutoCue sensitivity or else setting the db thresholds that SOHO will use to 

auto cue the audio files. In SOHO you can set db levels independently for songs, 

jingles, instant jingles, spots, assets, direct files, sweepers and voice tracks. 

Reason: This will help SOHO find the start and end mix times for each different 

type of audio file based on your needs. For example, many radio stations need 

the spots to play from start to end of actual audio file without mixing the spots.  

9. Edit song selection settings: you can change how SOHO makes the song 

selections and what rules should be applied for these selections.  

Reason: Editing the way SOHO selects songs will help you create and define the 

soul and heart of your radio station. 

 

 

2.2 Audio files stored in SOHO studio computer – Sharing the audio folder 

from SOHO studio computer to other computers in Local Area Network 

(LAN) 

 

Audio files can be stored in SOHO computer. Doing so, requires some actions to make the 

audio files available to the other LAN computers: 

1. Have both computers at same LAN network.  

2. Enable in both computers the network discovery option of Windows.  

3. In SOHO studio computer, share the folder of your audio files and be sure to 

give read/write permissions when sharing the folder. Alternatively, you could 

share the hard disk that the audio files are stored (e.g. hard disk C). 

For more information please consult your IT department. 
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2.3 Audio files stored in network – using file and NAS server 

 

If your audio files are stored in network, then chances are all LAN computers can access the 

audio files. There is not something special you need to do. All your SOHO Studios and 

Workstations will have access to the audio files. 

 

2.4 SQL Server installed on computer that SOHO Studio is installed  

 

This will be the most common scenario for most users as you use 1 computer to have your 

databases and your SOHO Studio installed.  

 

 

2.5 SQL Server installed on different LAN computer than the SOHO Studio 

computer 

 

The SQL Server can also be installed on any computer in your local area network (LAN). The 

procedure is the same, just make sure you set SOHO Studio connect at the correct SQL 

server and with correct database name, username and password. 

 

3 Installation 

 

In this chapter we cover the most basic of all the installation of SOHO. We have added many 

scenarios with step by step guides and we think installing Jazler was never easier! 

 

3.1 First time install - Steps to install SOHO Studio, used for broadcasting 

 

SOHO Studio is the software which does all the magic, the software with which you 

broadcast and you have access to the Studio screen.  

Please mind that SOHO Studio requires the USB HASP key to be plugged in the studio 

computer constantly.  

If this is not the first time installation of SOHO Studio please refer to next chapters  
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First time installation of SOHO Studio - Microsoft SQL server NOT installed on a computer 

1. Install the USB HASP drivers 

2. Install the SOHO SQL Server 

3. Install the Jazler SOHO Suite and select Studio 

4. Plugin the USB HASP key  

5. Run the Jazler SOHO 

6. SOHO Studio is ready, you can now start managing your libraries and broadcast!  

 

3.2 Importing your databases from Jazler RadioStar 

 

Once you run the Jazler SOHO you will be prompted to run the Jazler RadioStar import 

utility.  

1. Select your RadioStar2 backup folder 

2. Select the data to be imported 

3. After the import is made with success, restart SOHO 

Alternatively, browse to SOHO control panel, Utilities, import a RadioStar Database and 

follow the steps above. 

NOTE: SOHO imports the image files (cover album, art etc.) from your audio files. If you 

would like to extract the images, then the audio files MUST be accessible during the import 

procedure. 

 

3.3 Reinstallation of SOHO Studio - Microsoft SQL Server already installed on 

a computer and it has SOHO databases 

 

1. Install the USB HASP drivers 

2. Install the Jazler SOHO Suite and select Studio 

3. Plugin the USB HASP key  

4. Run the Jazler SOHO 

5. Check the below about database name, username and password of your radio 

station database hosted in SQL Server:   

a. Default values (SOHO, sa, jazler): go to step 14   

b. Custom values (e.g. database name has been changed): go to step 6. 

6. Press SQL server settings (or browse for it, SOHO Control Panel, Settings, SQL 

Server Settings) 

7. Press search for servers or type the computer name where the SQL server is 

installed 

8. Tip: you might have to also add the SQL instance in the computer name if the 

instance is not default e.g. computer_name\SQLinstance 
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9. Type the username 

10. Type the password 

11. Press see what databases are already installed or type the database name 

12. Press test connection 

13. Press ok 

14. Restart SOHO Studio 

15. SOHO Studio is ready, has connected and opened your radio station database. 

You can now broadcast again 

 

3.4 Installing SOHO Studio with custom configured SQL server - Microsoft SQL 

Server already installed on a computer but does not have SOHO database 

 

The SOHO SQL server setup file installs automatically the Microsoft SQL Server 2014 32bit on 

your Windows using preconfigured settings for it.  

However, since you already have installed the SQL server the steps are:  

1. Install the USB HASP drivers 

2. Create a database on your SQL server with database name SOHO, username sa 

and password jazler 

3. Install the Jazler SOHO Suite and select Studio 

4. Plugin the USB HASP key  

5. Run the Jazler SOHO 

6. Check the below about database name, username and password of your radio 

station database hosted in SQL Server:   

• Default values (SOHO, sa, jazler): go to step 13   

• Custom values (e.g. database name has been changed): go to step 7 

7. Press the SQL Server settings 

8.  Press search for servers or type the computer name where the SQL server is 

installed 

Tip: you might have to also add the SQL instance in the computer name if the 

instance is not default e.g. computer_name\SQLinstance 

9. Type the username, default: sa 

10. Type the password, default: jazler 

11. Press see what databases are already installed or type the database name, 

default: SOHO 

12. Press test connection 

13. Press ok 

14. Restart SOHO 

15. SOHO Studio is ready, you can now start managing your libraries 
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3.5 Installing SOHO workstation – Managing the SOHO databases from office 

computers 

 

SOHO offers the option to install it on your office computers and manage the databases 

from there. To do so, you need the SOHO Workstation installed which does not require the 

USB HASP key to operate. However, SOHO Workstation cannot broadcast in any way and 

does not have the Studio screen.  

For the SOHO Workstation only the Jazler SOHO Suite setup file is needed. The HASP drivers 

and the SQL server setup files are not needed. 

Steps to install SOHO Workstation:  

a. Install the Jazler SOHO Suite and select Workstation 

b. Run the Jazler SOHO Workstation 

c. The SOHO Workstation automatically finds a SOHO database and connect to it 

In case the Workstation does not automatically connect then: 

1. Use the Add/Remove Stations feature 

2. Press add station 

3. Select the computer hosting the SOHO SQL server 

4. If the computer hosting SQL server does not appear use advanced options 

5. Type the computer name that hosts the SOHO SQL server, the username and 

the password 

6. Press the refresh list button 

7. Select the SOHO database you wish to connect, press approve and then the ok 

button 

You are now connected to your SOHO database! 

 

3.6 Installing another SOHO Studio using same database with main SOHO 

Studio – multiple SOHO studios connected and using common database 

 

SOHO offers the option to use multiple Studios connected at same database. The most 

intriguing part is that SOHO has an offline mode and when enabled nothing is logged as 

broadcasted or as successfully scheduled and loaded in Studio. 

To install another SOHO Studio and connect it to main SOHO Studio database please follow 

the exact same procedure at Reinstallation of SOHO Studio - Microsoft SQL Server already 

installed on a computer and it has SOHO databases 
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After the installation is complete, we recommend setting this studio to start in offline mode. 

When SOHO Studio is in offline mode all actions and broadcasts are not logged and ignored. 

For example, even if you broadcast a commercial break in offline mode, the spots will not be 

logged that played. The same applies to the songs also. This way the song selection is not 

affected by secondary studio because it is offline.  

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Settings, General Settings 

2. Press Studio settings 

3. Set the startup mode to be Offline 

4. Press ok 

 

4 Studio User Interface – Your virtual broadcast room 
 

The magic and the broadcasting happen at Studio Interface. The Studio is your virtual 

broadcast room.  

The interface of SOHO remains simple and useful. You can now even customize the layout by 

selecting the one that fits best your needs. And this is not something permanent, at any time 

any producer that uses the Studio interface can change the layout in a matter of seconds 

making it unique for his needs.  

They say 1 image is 1.000 words, so let us go, this is the Studio!
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4.1 A quick but essential tour to the Studio 

 

The control bar of SOHO at the very top. There you can find the modes button (auto mode, 

manual, rebroadcast and offline), the layout selection button, control panel button and of 

course minimize and maximize buttons.  

At the top you can find the playing and broadcasting track, the buttons intervening and 

controlling the flow of broadcast next, loop, pause, stop-next, restart, microphone, the 

volume meters to quickly check the audio levels and the clock to watch the time and be 

accurate on your actions.  

At the left you can see the decks containing what is scheduled to play next. Feel free to drag 

them and drop them to rearrange them. 

At the center of the Studio you can find the panels. You can close and open the panels to 

show what exactly you need. The panels are: 

• Broadcast History & Next Events 

• Audio Libraries 

• Instant Jingles 

• Memos 

• Clock 

• Track Info Screen 

You can choose the panels to show what you need to. Even if you want for truly short time 

to check on something, you can just close the panel and open the one you are interested 

into.  

And last but at no way least, the Secondary Studio monitor as nowadays most broadcast 

computers have 2 monitors. SOHO now supports a secondary monitor with panels to choose 

from.  

 

4.2 Possible layouts 

 

You can have many layouts and without any other delay here they are! 
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4.2.1 The classic Jazler layout 

 

 

4.2.2 The classic layout with more screen at your right 
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4.2.3 The simple and clean layout 

 

 

4.2.4 The layout to fit as much information as possible, 3 panels to select from 
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4.2.5 The layout with even more space for the panels 

 

 

4.3 Useful actions and notes 

 

• Right click at decks changes the view. There are multiple views other containing as 

much information as possible but there also other views that make the decks simple 

and clean. 

• Right click at top player to change how the player appears. There is even a view that 

lets you see the current track playing and the next track.  

• Drag & Drop on decks, from audio libraries on decks and from Windows file 

manager directly on decks 

• Right click at volume meters to change the audio output directly from studio screen 

• Separate commercials and playlists buttons to see the contents and insert them in 

the decks. You can even select the commercial break of a previous or any other date 

you wish 
• Microphone button integrated in SOHO. Just select the microphone input from the 

soundcards & outputs settings and enable the microphone input control from studio 

settings (enabled by default) 

• Close and open the panels as you wish in just a mouse click. You can have instant 

access to everything and customize it the way you want  

• Right click at SOHO logo at the top right to select custom resolution for the interface 
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5 Libraries  
 

Your audio files in SOHO are organized in the libraries. Each library has its own usage and we 

will review them below.  

 

 

5.1 Songs 

The songs library is where you will import your audio files and more specifically your 

songs/tracks. 
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5.1.1 Creating categories 

 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Songs 

2. Press Edit Song Categories (bottom left of window) 

 

 

Here you can edit Category 1, Category 2, Category 3, Vocal and Properties in various 

ways: 

1. Add a category 

2. Remove a category 

3. Rename a category 

4. Choose color for specific category 

5. Add comments for a category 

6. Name your Category 1,2 and 3 as you wish to help you manage them throughout 

SOHO, what a category should be called and appear like that. 

 

5.1.2 Importing songs 

RECOMMENDED TO CHECK FIRST: 5.1.1Creating categories      

You can import your songs in 2 ways one by one or using the mass import feature.  

5.1.2.1 Mass import 

 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Songs 
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2. Press mass import songs 

3. Choose folder to search for songs and enable desired options for the search 

in subfolders too 

4. Do not include files with same filename e.g. audio_file.mp3 will be ignored if it is 

already imported in songs library even in a different folder 

5. Mark new tracks as bookmarked, to help you edit and manage them right after 

the import 

6. From the files SOHO found, select which will be imported 

7. Fill in the details each song will have 

8. Wait for the import to complete and press the start again or finished button 

 

5.1.2.2 Add single file 

 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Songs 

2. Press Add new  

3. Select audio file  

4. Select whether the metadata will be extracted from audio file, read metadata 

tags option  

5. Select if you want the audio file to be auto cued 

6. Edit the song record filling out the rest of fields like artist, categories, 

announcement of metadata, specific song separation 
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5.1.3 Checking your songs’ broadcasts and analytics 

 

5.1.3.1 Number of broadcasts of your songs 

 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Songs 

2. Enter/select the filters of the songs you want the statistics 

3. Press Broadcast statistics 

4. Select the options for the statistics to be shown e.g. toady’s, last month’s or 

select specific dates for start and end time 

5. Press Calculate 

6. You can also export the result in text file or a report  
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5.1.3.2 Broadcasts date and times of an individual song 

 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Songs 

2. Enable the Broadcast Analytics option 

3. Select a song  

4. Check the broadcasts of the selected song in the Analytics window on the right 

side 
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5.1.4 Creating report of songs  

 

To create a report of songs: 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Songs 

2. Enter/select desired filters for the songs  

3. Press Print This List option  

4. Select orientation of report portrait or landscape 

5. Select which category of songs will be shown in report 

6. Press Export button 

 

 

5.1.5 Exporting songs’ data in text file – Export to playlister 

 

To export a text file with your songs’ details: 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Songs 

2. Press the Export to Playlister button 

3. If this is the 1st time you use this feature press the Customize Export. If the 

customization has already been made proceed to step 6 
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4. At the top you can see each song’s details that will be exported. Feel free to 

adjust the format by typing or by pressing the keyword button at the bottom. 

Going back to default format is made with restore template button 

5. Press the preview format button to check and see how exactly each song’s 

details/line will be written in text file. If you are satisfied press the ok 

6. Select if either all songs will be included in text file or from a specific date and 

onwards and then press the start export button. 

7. Select where the text file will be saved and the name of the file.  

 

 

 

5.1.6 Mass change songs’ fields 

 

You can edit the fields (artist, album, file location categories, freezing them, disabling them 

etc.) of multiple songs at same time with truly little effort: 
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1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Songs 

2. Apply requested filters 

3. Select multiple songs using  

a. control + a to select all filtered songs 

b. control + mouse left click to add clicked song in the selection 

c. selecting a song and then shift + mouse left click to select all songs 

between the first selection and the shift clicked song 

4. Right click one of the selected songs 

5. Select any of the available options or 

6. Press the mass change option and select what should be changed for all the 

selected songs.  
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5.1.7 Scheduling category, song, artist to play 

 

In SOHO you can schedule your songs, categories, artists to play with various ways. You can 

follow and select the way that fits you best using: 

a. Main auto scheduling 

b. Playlists and playlister method (playlists scheduled by importing 

playlists/text files from other software) 

c. Force Clock scheduling 

d. Final log creator 

For each of the above way please follow the CORRESPONDING CHAPTER IN 6 Scheduling    

 

5.1.8 Setting separation time for songs (previous and next days) and artists 

 

The separation time is the time between consequent repeats. It is used either for songs or 

artists. 

SOHO does not have a general rule for song separation. But there is rule for the song 

separation for previous and next days and for the artist.  

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Scheduling, Main Auto Schedule 

2. Press Edit Song Selection Settings 

3. Press the Settings tab 

4. Edit the settings for the selection of songs and when ready press OK button 

FOR MORE INFORMATION REFER CHAPTER 6.2 Main Auto Schedule 

 

5.1.9 Setting separation time for a specific song 

 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Songs 

2. Double click the song 

3. At the bottom of the song record you can find the Song Separation option.  

 

5.1.10 Setting rules (dynamic rules) for song selection 

 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Scheduling, Main Auto Schedule 

2. Press Edit Song Selection Settings 

3. Press the Rules tab 

4. Create your rules for the selections based on your needs 
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FOR MORE INFORMATION REFER CHAPTER 6.2 Main Auto Schedule 

 

5.1.11 Integration with log, third party song scheduling software (playlister) 

RECOMMENDED: EXPORTING SONGS’ DETAILS IN TEXT FILE 

 

SOHO can be used with third party software of song selection, scheduling.  

5.1.11.1 Setting up 

 

For the integration, you need to export the songs library of SOHO in a text file and then use 

this text file to import the songs’ details in your log software.  

Both software will have a common reference number for each song. This way when one 

software refers to a specific song, the other software can know which song it is referring to.  

This common reference number can be either the playlister code (set manually for each 

song) or the auto code of SOHO (automatically incremented and set number for each song 

that is imported in SOHO) 

To export the text file check Exporting songs’ details in text file 

 

5.1.11.2 Importing scheduling text files – Scheduling songs from log, third party software 

 

SOHO supports importing playlists. The import procedure requires text files that refer to 

tracks that must be used in the playlist. There are 2 filters that can be used for the import: 

• Prodigy import filter, text files that contain playlister codes or auto codes. 

This method is most common when scheduling your tracks using traffic, 

third party scheduling software 

• Filenames import filter, text files that contain file paths.  

For the prodigy import filter please check out the dedicated manual. 

For the filenames import filter, please have on mind that the filenames that will be used in 

the text files, exist in the SOHO songs library as songs.  

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Playlists 

2. Press import playlists 

3. Use the add and remove file to select the text files you want to import 

4. Select filter 

5. Press Start Import 

6. After the import is made press finished 
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5.1.12 Images/album/cover art and songs 

 

SOHO can extract the art form the metadata of the song and use them throughout the 

interface. Common Benefits: 

• Image displayed in Studio when song is broadcasted 

• Image displayed when the track info is accessed 

• Image can be uploaded to your server where your website is hosted and then 

you can show the image on your website (with the assistance of your web 

developer). For more information about uploading image follow the Internet 

Updater chapter 

Furthermore, if image is not embedded in the metadata or you want to replace the image 

for certain songs, you can set your own images from each song record in the library.  

To find available actions about linking an image to a song: 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Songs 
2. Double click the song 

3. In Public Announcement Metadata, use the actions provided 

1. Copy from library 

2. Import from file 

3. Import from tag 

4. Clear  
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4. Press OK to save changes 

 

5.1.13 Normalize audio 

 

SOHO supports normalizing audio of songs by setting the proper volume for them. Please 

mind that the actual audio file is not changed and only the volume with which the song will 

broadcast is changed. 

The normalize is based on the default volume set for new audio files in settings.  

To normalize your songs: 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Songs 
2. Select the songs you want 

3. Right click on them 

4. Select mass change, normalize audio 

 

 

5.2 Spots/Commercials 

 

The commercial breaks are crucial for a radio station. This is why their management matters 

and needs to be easy for you to import, schedule and manage your spots. SOHO has a 

dedicated library for the spots with useful features and possible actions. This set of tools 

will increase your productivity dramatically.  

The management of the spots library is made by creating ad campaigns. Each campaign has 

various properties and options such as start and end time, category and others.  

You can add 1 or more spots in an ad campaign to manage them more efficiently.  
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5.2.1 Setting broadcast/break time and properties of commercial breaks 

 

It is very important to decide and tell SOHO when your commercial breaks will broadcast, 

the break times. By default, SOHO has breaks for every top of the hour (XX:00) and every 

half hour (XX:30) which is the most common for a radio station. You can review or adjust 

those:  

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Spots/Commercials 
2. Press the Spots Settings, bottom left of window 
3. Press the Commercial Breaks tab 
4. Editing the breaks includes: 

a. Create a break at time set by user 

b. Deleting a break 

c. Setting break position for each commercial break, starting at said time, 

ending at said time, time announcement priority must play at said time 

d. Setting if the break will be visible during spot scheduling 

e. Setting if a break will start immediately, independently for each day of 

week. A break starting immediately means it will fade the playing track 

for the break to start at exact time.  

5. Press OK button to save changes 
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5.2.2 Break Starts Immediately - Setting a break to start playing at exact time (fading 

playing track) 

 

There are times that a break must start at exact time no matter what, even fading the 

currently playing track e.g. news at top of the hour.  

This is achieved by using the start immediately option: 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Spots/Commercials 
2. Press the Spots Settings, bottom left of window 
3. Press the Commercial Breaks tab 
4. Make sure the Start Immediately option is checked for the breaks you want to 

broadcast at exact time.  

5. Press OK button 

 

5.2.2.1 Setting the priorities of the breaks – how to partition your break 

RECOMMENDED: SETTING BROADCAST TIME AND PROPERTIES OF COMMERCIAL BREAKS 
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Deciding what the break priorities (sections) will be. This gives your break a solid structure 

and after defining it and using it, scheduling is made by far easier. For example a common 

break has the priorities:  

➢ station ID,  

➢ commercial break starting announcement,  

➢ time announcement, 

➢ commercials broadcasting  

➢ weather news,  

➢ news,  

➢ commercial break ending announcement  

 

Each priority in SOHO has a unique number which defines what will play first in a break.  

In short: A spot scheduled with priority 3 will: 

• Play after all spots scheduled with priority 1 and 2 and  

• Before all spots scheduled with priority 4, 5, 6 and any other greater priority 

number. 

There is no need to remember all those priority numbers! It is easier to identify a name 

than a number, so we recommend naming the priorities based on the content each will 

have.  

In order to set the priorities of your breaks follow the steps: 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Spots/Commercials 
2. Press the spots settings, bottom left of window 
3. Press the priorities tab  
4. Rename, add, delete or insert priorities as you wish. This helps you identify each 

priority during scheduling. Remember, the most important of all is the number 

of the priority, not the name of the priority.  
5. Use the special assignments 

a. Set a priority to be the time announcement priority. This is used with 

the break position balance. If break position is set as time 

announcement, then all spots scheduled with the priority set as time 

announcement will play as close to break time as possible.  
b. Set a priority to be playlist priority, used to schedule spots through third 

party commercials scheduling, traffic software. 
c. Set optional play priority. When a priority is set as optional, each spot 

scheduled with this priority, will not broadcast unless there is already a 

commercial spot playing in the break. 
6. Press OK button 
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5.2.2.2 Optional play - Setting a spot/campaign to play only when a commercial 

spot/campaign will play in the break 

 

A spot announcing the start of commercial spots broadcast is not needed when there are no 

commercial spots to play because of e.g. late hour or legislation. You can make sure that if 

there are no commercial spots scheduled for a break, the spot announcing the start of 

commercials will also not broadcast. You can do so:  

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Spots/Commercials 
2. Press the Spots Settings, bottom left of window 
3. Press the priorities tab  
4. Select the priority you use for the announcement of commercial break starting 

5. Press the set as Optional Play Priority. Selected priority will now be green to 

quickly identify it.  

6. Press OK button 

 

5.2.3 Adding and scheduling a spot/campaign in spots library 

 

RECOMMENDED: SETTING BROADCAST TIME AND PROPERTIES OF COMMERCIAL BREAKS  

  SETTING THE PRIORITIES OF THE BREAKS – HOW TO PARTITION YOUR BREAK 
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The management of the spots in SOHO is made through the campaigns. To import and 

schedule a spot:  

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Spots/Commercials 
2. Press Add New Campaign 

3. Select expire date and time for the campaign, when SOHO will automatically 

stop broadcasting all the spots in the campaign. 

Tip: select never if this about a permanent campaign containing spots such as 

station ID, announcement of time, trailers of shows etc.  

4. Select the spot file this campaign will play 

5. Select whether the file should be auto cued or not, finding start and end mix 

time of spot. 

6. Fill in the details of the record 

Tip: it is good practice to set categories to your campaigns. If this is a campaign 

containing commercial spots of your clients you should choose commercials. If 

this is a campaign containing station IDs, then you should choose the proper 

category.  

7. Optional, you can add more spot files for this campaign 

8. Select programming mode 

a. Weekly, to program easily your campaign for each day of week 

b. Detailed, to program the campaign  by hand for each day between start 

and end time date 

c. Playlister, used for integration with traffic software, programming spots 

with text files exported from third party software 

9. Press the red spot programming button 

10. Select the programming system 

a. In specific order, user programs which spot of the campaign will play 

when 

b. In order, SOHO will broadcast the spot files of the campaign in the order 

they were added/appear in the campaign’s spot list  

c. At random, SOHO will select at random which spot file will play when 

the campaign is programmed for a break. 

11. Select priority for the programmed campaign, Setting the priorities of the 

breaks – how to partition your break 

12. Use either  

a. Set mode to program the campaign break by break or  

b. Right click menu on the cells to mark all days for right clicked break cell 

c. Using presets, if certain programmed times are being used very often 

you can save them as a preset and then you can program a campaign 

with those time using this preset.  

13. Review what your breaks contain and look like by selecting a break and checking 

the break preview window 

14. Press OK button 
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5.2.4 Programming spots/campaign using presets 

 

Refer to IMPORTING AND SCHEDULING A SPOT IN SPOTS LIBRARY 

 

5.2.5 Station ID broadcasting at exact time (fading playing track) 

RECOMMENDED: BREAK STARTS IMMEDIATELY - SETTING A BREAK TO START PLAYING AT EXACT TIME 

(FADING PLAYING TRACK) 

RECOMMENDED: SETTING BROADCAST TIME AND PROPERTIES OF COMMERCIAL BREAKS  

RECOMMENDED: SETTING THE PRIORITIES OF THE BREAKS – HOW TO PARTITION YOUR BREAK 
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Radio stations in USA need to broadcast their unique station ID at top of the hour within 

some minutes. 

To do so:  

1. Make sure you have break times for top of the hour, Setting broadcast time and 

properties of commercial breaks 

2. Make sure the top of the hour breaks that need to broadcast your station ID at 

exact time as set to start immediately, Break Starts Immediately - Setting a 

break to start playing at exact time (fading playing track) 

3. Import your station ID in spots library  

4. Schedule the station ID to play at top of the hour breaks with priority such that it 

plays first, Scheduling a spot to play at certain times, Setting the priorities of 

the breaks – how to partition your break 

 

5.2.6 Report of the actual broadcasted times/plays for spots 

 

Your clients require from you reports that their spot files broadcasted for the times you have 

agreed. It is totally understandable and you can easily have a report of the actual 

broadcasted times of the client’s campaign:  

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Spots/Commercials 
2. Right click the campaign you want the report for 
3. Press print/export actual plays till now 

 

5.2.7 Report of spot/campaign schedule 

 

The client will require a report with the programming/scheduling of their spots. You can do 

so in SOHO:  

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Spots/Commercials 
2. Right click the campaign you want the report for 
3. Press print/export spots schedule 

 

5.2.8 Report of spots/campaigns running between dates  

 

You can get a list/report of every spot that is running between the selected dates. This is a 

report containing information on the campaigns and the spots they contain. It does not 

contain programming/scheduling data.  
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1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Spots/Commercials 
2. Press the Print/export reports 
3. Select start, end dates and apply the filters for the spots you want in the report 

4. Press print spots list report 

 

5.2.9 Report of the daily spots’ programming 

 

This report shows for the specific day chosen, the spots playing arranged by break time. 

You can get the report for the daily spots’ programming:  

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Spots/Commercials 
2. Press the Print/export reports 
3. Select date for the report 

4. Press Print Daily Report 

 

5.2.10 Checking if breaks/commercials exceed time thresholds set for the break 

 

You can have an overall view of all the breaks and their run time:  

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Spots/Commercials 
2. Press the breaks view 
3. Select date you are interested into and check the show only commercials if you 

want to see only the spots that are categorized as commercials 

 

5.2.11 Integration with traffic, third party commercials scheduling software 

 

Jazler SOHO supports importing scheduling from third party traffic/commercials scheduling 

software. This is possible by using the Playlister ID of the spot files. The first step is to add 

the spot in spots library, add the file and either assign the playlister ID or use the 

automatically assigned playlister ID from SOHO. You will also need to set the programming 

mode of the spots to playlister.  

Then all you will need to do is add this spot file in the third party traffic software and make 

sure it is also assigned in it the same playlister ID.  

 

5.2.11.1 Setting up integration – Setting Playlister Priority 

You will need to make sure a playlister priority is set in the spots priorities of SOHO.  
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Please browse to:  

1. SOHO control panel, Libraries, Spots/Commercials 

2. Spots settings 

3. Priorities 

4. Select a priority and press the Set as Breaks Playlister Priority 

 

 

5.2.11.2 Text file specifications for the import procedure 

• The file must be in .txt format  

• The filename must be representing the date of the commercial spots programming 

in the format of YYYYMMDD.txt or YYYYMMDD.asc  

• You can also set the filename to whatever you want, and set the date in the Jazler 

import wizard, just before importing.  

The format of the text file is very simple: This text file will program McDonalds Apple Pie at 

9am, 5pm and 7:30pm of September 13 2012.  

 

Jazler accepts three coma separated fields:  

TIME,PLAYLISTER CODE,COMMERCIAL TITLE (optional) +(line break)  
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So let’s make a couple of commercial breaks:  

 

This text file will make two commercial breaks. At 12am and 1am, with three and four 

commercials respectfully. As you can see, you can put whatever Playlister Code you want. 

Please do not use characters though like asterisk (*) and percentage (%). It is also obvious 

that you cannot use the comma anywhere else except separating the fields. The 

commercials sequence will be programmed exactly as you have entered them. So it is in the 

responsibility of your commercial management system to decide the exact order of the 

commercials.  

***IMPORTANT: You must have stated in Jazler spots properties screen the commercial 

breaks time-slots. If you try to program a commercial into a timeslot that does not exist 

(like 00:05) Jazler will not accept it.  

 

5.2.11.3 Scheduling with playlister priority – Importing scheduling text files 

Jazler SOHO has dedicated window for commercials scheduling and importing text files with 

playlister method.  

You can open it from: 

1. SOHO Control Panel, Libraries, Spots/Commercials 

2. Press Edit Breaks 
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There are 2 ways to schedule your playlister spots:  

a. Manually by dragging the spots from the right of the window to the 

desired break at the left of the window 

 

b. Importing text files exported from third party traffic software 

In order to import the text files please press the import breaks playlist  

 

 

5.2.11.4 Automatically importing scheduling text files 

SOHO supports automatically importing text files with the commercials scheduling. This is 

implemented by selecting the folder that the text files will be located and when SOHO 

detects a new file it automatically imports it.  

In order to set the folder and enable this feature:  

1. SOHO Control Panel, Libraries, Spots/Commercials 
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2. Edit Breaks 

3. Press Auto Import Breaks Playlist 

 

5.2.11.5 Exporting Breaks Playlist 

In addition to importing text files, SOHO can export the scheduling in text file too.  

In order to export the breaks playlist in text file please:  

1. SOHO Control Panel, Libraries, Spots/Commercials 

2. Edit Breaks 

3. Press Export Breaks Playlist 

 

5.2.11.6 Exporting Breaks Duration 

SOHO also exports the duration of your commercial breaks. This is most usually used in 

order to import it in your traffic scheduling software and update it about the duration of the 

breaks.  

In order to export the breaks duration in text file please:  

1. SOHO Control Panel, Libraries, Spots/Commercials 

2. Edit Breaks 

3. Press Export Breaks Duration 

 

5.2.11.7 Cleaning up old playlister spots 

We have added the feature to massively disable old playlister spots that have not been 

scheduled for the last 2 months.  

In order to clean up old spots please:  

1. SOHO Control Panel, Libraries, Spots/Commercials 

2. Edit Breaks 

3. Press Clean Up Old Spots 
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5.2.11.8 Reviewing the scheduling of specific day 

You can use the calendar at the top left of the window and select a specific day to check the 

spots scheduled.  

 

5.2.11.9 Tips for scheduling with playlister method 

• If you imported earlier for the same day, Jazler will automatically clear the previous 

import and freshly import the playlist again. (See the blue highlight)  

• The “Verify content validity before import” check to see if there are any errors 

before importing. If there is at least one error, Jazler will abort import. 

• You can also use the edit breaks window to change the schedule of your spots that 

are programmed with playlister priority but their programming mode is weekly or 

detailed and NOT playlister.   

 

5.3 Jingles Library 

 

The jingles are the audio files that define the radio station. These are the audio files that play 

the most from all your libraries if you think of it and it is those that distinguish the radio 

stations.  

This is why importing and using jingles in SOHO is easy, to help you manage them.  

 

 

5.3.1 Creating/editing jingle categories 

 

You can create your jingles categories:  
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1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Jingles 
2. Press Edit Categories 

3. Add, delete, rename and add comments to your categories 

4. Press OK 

 

 

5.3.2 Importing jingles in library 

 

In SOHO you can import jingles rather easily. We have also added mass import of jingles to 

make it even easier. 
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5.3.2.1 Import a single jingle 

 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Jingles 
2. Press Add New 

3. Select Audio File 

4. Edit the fields of the jingle 

Tip: use the properties and assign them to your jingles in order to categorize 

them and use different set of jingles under different circumstances.  

5. Press OK 

 

5.3.2.2 Mass import jingles 

 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Jingles 
2. Press mass import 
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3. Choose folder that contains the audio files and use the options that you need 

4. Press next 

5. Wait for the search of the folder to finish, select which audio files will be added 

to your jingles library and press next 

6. Fill in the fields of the jingles that will be added and press next 

7. When the procedure is finished press finished 

 

5.3.3 Setting the playlister code prefix for jingles 

 

The playlister code is used to link 2 software and as a reference number for the audio files. 

To change the prefix of the playlister code for the jingles: 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Jingles 
2. Press library settings 

3. Edit the prefix 

4. Press OK 

 

5.3.4 Exporting jingles data in text file – Export to playlister 

 

To export a text file with your jingles details: 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Jingles 

2. Press the export to playlister button 

3. If this is the 1st time you use this feature press the customize export. If the 

customization has already been made proceed to step 6 

4. At the top you can see the jingle’s details that will be exported. Feel free to 

adjust the format by typing or by pressing the keyword button at the bottom. 

Going back to default format is made with restore template button 

5. Press the preview format button to check and see how exactly each jingle’s 

details/line will be written in text file. If you are satisfied press the ok 

6. Select where the text file will be saved and the name of the file. 
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5.3.5 Scheduling a jingle to play 

 

You can program your SOHO to play jingles automatically between songs using: 

• SOHO main auto scheduling 

• Playlists and playlister method (playlists scheduled by importing 

playlists/text files from other software) 

• Force clocks scheduling 

• Final log creator 

For each of these refer to the corresponding chapter in SCHEDULING section. 

 

5.4 Assets Audio 
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In the assets library you can import all the audio files that do not belong to other dedicated 

libraries. Examples are beds for producers, special jingles, large audio files, and pre-recorded 

shows. 

 

 

5.4.1 Creating/editing assets categories 

You can create your assets categories:  

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Assets 
2. Press edit categories 

3. Add, delete, rename and add comments to your categories 

4. Press OK 
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5.4.2 Importing assets in library 

In SOHO you can import assets one by one or using mass import. 

 

 

5.4.2.1 Import a single asset 

 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Assets 
2. Press Add New 

3. Select Audio File 

4. Edit the fields of the asset 

Tip: use the properties and assign them to your jingles in order to categorize 

them and use different set of assets under different circumstances.  

5. Press OK 
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5.4.2.2 Mass import assets 

 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Assets 
2. Press mass import 

3. Choose folder that contains the audio files and use the options that you need 

4. Press next 

5. Wait for the search of the folder to finish, select which audio files will be added 

to your assets library and press next 

6. Fill in the fields of the assets that will be added and press next 

7. When the procedure is finished press finished 

 

5.4.3 Setting the playlister code prefix for assets 

 

The playlister code is used to link 2 software and as a reference number for the audio files. 

To change the prefix of the playlister code for the assets: 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Assets 
2. Press library settings 

3. Edit the prefix 

4. Press OK 

 

5.4.4 Exporting assets data in text file – Export to playlister 

 

To export a text file with your assets details: 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Assets 

2. Press the export to playlister button 

3. If this is the 1st time you use this feature press the customize export. If the 

customization has already been made proceed to step 6 

4. At the top you can see the asset’s details that will be exported. Feel free to 

adjust the format by typing or by pressing the keyword button at the bottom. 

Going back to default format is made with restore template button 

5. Press the preview format button to check and see how exactly each asset’s 

details/line will be written in text file. If you are satisfied press the ok 

6. Select where the text file will be saved and the name of the file. 
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5.4.5 Scheduling a pre-recorded show to broadcast, repeated daily or weekly  

 

From our experience, the easiest and most effortless way to schedule your shows is: 

1. Make sure the show is split in parts.  

Tip: Each part should have duration as the time between your breaks .e.g. if you 

have break at 16:00 and then next is at 16:30 you need the parts to be 

approximately and most usually 20-27 minutes. This estimation is also based on 

the break duration  

2. Import each part in assets library 

Tip: If the show is repeated daily or weekly, then it is very convenient to use the 

variable length option in each asset. This way SOHO will know that the mix 

times and actual audio file to broadcast will be accessed by SOHO at very last 

moment by getting the file with the filename provided for the asset. For the 
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next repeat all you have to do is replace the audio file with exact same 

filename. 

3. Create a playlist for each part of the show and schedule each playlist to play at 

proper time. Remember to choose repeated playlist 

E.g. 1st part will be scheduled at 16:00, 2nd part at 16:30, 3rd part at 17:00 

After following the above, the next time you will have the new audio files for the show to 

play is replace the audio files with the exact same filename. 

 

5.5  Sweepers 

 

Sweepers play over another track. In SOHO there are predefined positions for a sweeper to 

play over at and also there is the option for user to set custom position. Custom position 

though is available where possible, such as in a playlist and in final log.  

 

 

5.5.1 Positions of a sweeper over the track 

 

• Start of song, the sweeper will start playing when the song starts 

• Before intro, the sweeper will start playing in such position that it ends when the 

song intro ends  

• Before end, sweeper will start playing in such position that it ends when the song 

ends 

• Bridge at end, half part of sweeper will play over the song currently playing and the 

other half at the start of next song 

• Independent, sweeper will play independently from the track 

• Custom position, user can set the exact position the sweeper will start playing 
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5.5.2 Creating/editing sweeper categories 

 

You can create your sweepers categories:  

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Sweepers 
2. Press Edit Categories 

3. Add, delete, rename and add comments to your categories 

4. Press OK 
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5.5.3 Importing sweepers in library 

 

 

You can import your sweepers in their library in 2 ways:  

5.5.3.1 Import a single sweeper: 

 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Sweepers 
2. Press add new 

3. Select audio file 

4. Edit the fields of the sweeper 

Tip: use the properties and assign them to your sweepers in order to categorize 

them and use different set of sweepers under different circumstances.  

5. Press OK 

 

5.5.3.2 Mass import sweepers: 
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1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Sweepers 
2. Press mass import 

3. Choose folder that contains the audio files and use the options that you need 

4. Press next 

5. Wait for the search of the folder to finish, select which audio files will be added 

to your sweepers library and press next 

6. Fill in the fields of the sweepers that will be added and press next 

7. When the procedure is finished press finished 

 

5.5.4 Setting the playlister code prefix for sweepers 

 

The playlister code is used to link 2 software and as a reference number for the audio files. 

To change the prefix of the playlister code for the sweepers: 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Sweepers 
2. Press library settings 

3. Edit the prefix 

4. Press OK 

 

5.5.5 Exporting sweepers data in text file – Export to playlister 

 

To export a text file with your sweepers: 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Sweepers 

2. Press the export to playlister button 

3. If this is the 1st time you use this feature press the customize export. If the 

customization has already been made proceed to step 6 

4. At the top you can see the sweeper’s details that will be exported. Feel free to 

adjust the format by typing or by pressing the keyword button at the bottom. 

Going back to default format is made with restore template button 

5. Press the preview format button to check and see how exactly each sweeper’s 

details/line will be written in text file. If you are satisfied press the ok 

6. Select where the text file will be saved and the name of the file. 
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5.5.6 Scheduling a sweeper to play 

 

You can program your SOHO to play sweepers automatically using: 

• SOHO main auto scheduling 

• Playlists and playlister method (playlists scheduled by importing playlists/text files 

from other software) 

• Force clocks scheduling 

• Final log creator 

For each of these refer to the corresponding chapter in SCHEDULING section. 
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5.6 Instant Jingles 

 

The instant jingles or else the jingles pallets are your place to manage what jingles will be 

included in each pallet. It is a good practice to create a pallet for each producer in order to 

have quick access to his jingles. 

 

 

5.6.1 Creating and editing pallets 

 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Instant Jingles 

2. Press the search button 

3. Press edit pallets to create a new pallet 

4. The pallet is created. Assign name, select number of pages it will have and the 

number of buttons by selecting number of rows and columns of the pallet 
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WHEN CREATED, REFER TO ADDING AUDIO FILES AS INSTANT JINGLES TO YOUR PALLETS  
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5.6.2 Adding audio files as instant jingles to your pallets 

 

 

5.6.2.1 Edit the buttons of the pallets directly from Studio screen: 

 

1. Select the pallet you want to edit 

2. Right click at each button to assign audio file and change the color and other 

fields 

 

5.6.2.2 Manage the pallets from the Libraries: 

 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Instant Jingles 

2. Press the search button 

3. Either select an existing pallet to edit or press edit pallets to create a new 

4. Right click at each button and select the audio file to be assigned along with the 

other options 
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5.6.3 Audio output of instant jingles 

 

Many radio stations need to assign different audio output for the jingles from the main 

playback output. You can do so: 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Settings, General Settings 

2. Select Soundcards & output  

3. Find the Instants, Output 3 and assign the audio output you want 

4. Press ok 

 

5.7 Voice tracks 

 

Voice tracks, just like the sweepers, play over another track. The main difference between 

sweepers and voice tracks is that the latter can be also recorded in SOHO directly.  

 

 

5.7.1 Positions of a voice track over the track 

 

• Start of song, the voice track will start playing when the song starts 

• Before intro, the voice track will start playing in such position that it ends when the 

song intro ends  

• Before end, voice track will start playing in such position that it ends when the song 

ends 
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• Bridge at end, half part of voice track will play over the song currently playing and 

the other half at the start of next song 

• Independent, voice track will play independently from the track 

• Custom position, user can set the exact position the voice track will start playing 

 

5.7.2 Creating/editing voice tracks categories 

 

You can create your voice tracks categories:  

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Voice Tracks 
2. Press edit categories 

3. Add, delete, rename and add comments to your categories 

4. Press ok 
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5.7.3 Importing voice tracks in library 

 
You can import your voice tracks in their library in 2 ways:  

 

5.7.3.1 Import a single voice track: 

 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Voice Tracks 
2. Press Add New 

3. Select audio file 

4. Edit the fields of the voice track 

Tip: use the properties and assign them to your voice tracks in order to 

categorize them and use different set of voice tracks under different 

circumstances.  

5. Press OK 

 

5.7.3.2 Mass import voice tracks: 

 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Voice Tracks 
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2. Press mass import 

3. Choose folder that contains the audio files and use the options that you need 

4. Press next 

5. Wait for the search of the folder to finish, select which audio files will be added 

to your voice tracks library and press next 

6. Fill in the fields of the voice tracks that will be added and press next 

7. When the procedure is finished press finished 

 

5.7.4 Recording a voice track 

 

In addition to importing a voice track, you can also record your own directly from SOHO. 

Recording was never easier. 

There are 2 ways to record your voicetracks: 

a. Directly in voicetracks library 

In order to record your voicetrack in library: 

1.  SOHO Control Panel, Libraries, Voice tracks 

2. Press Add New and close the file selector window 

3. Press Rec button 

 

b. Using the visual audio editor in playlist editor 

SOHO has advanced visual editor and you can use it to record your voice tracks over your 

songs in the playlist. The visual editor supports multi-tracking giving you many options to 

edit your songs mixing and also record with ease.  

To use the Visual Audio Editor: 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Playlists 

2. Double click the playlist to open it 

3. Hover over the track you want to monitor/edit and press the monitor/edit track 

4. Monitor/Make the changes you want in the visual editor module. 

5. Click on the position you want the voice track to start 

6. Press REC 

7. When ready, either press next for next song to start or press the stop button to 

stop recording 

8. Edit the in and out positions of the tracks as you wish and listen to the result 

9. Press exit visual editor 

10. Press Save & Exit 
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5.7.5 Setting the playlister code prefix for voice tracks 

 

The playlister code is used to link 2 software and as a reference number for the audio files. 

To change the prefix of the playlister code for the voice tracks: 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Voice Tracks 
2. Press library settings 

3. Edit the prefix 

4. Press OK 

 

5.7.6 Exporting voice tracks data in text file – Export to playlister 

 

To export a text file with your voice tracks: 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Voice Tracks 

2. Press the export to playlister button 

3. If this is the 1st time you use this feature press the customize export. If the 

customization has already been made proceed to step 6 

4. At the top you can see the voice track’s details that will be exported. Feel free to 

adjust the format by typing or by pressing the keyword button at the bottom. 

Going back to default format is made with restore template button 

5. Press the preview format button to check and see how exactly each voice 

track’s details/line will be written in text file. If you are satisfied press the ok 

6. Select where the text file will be saved and the name of the file. 
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5.7.7 Scheduling a voice track to play 

 

You can program your SOHO to play sweepers automatically using: 

• SOHO main auto scheduling 

• Playlists and playlister method (playlists scheduled by importing 

playlists/text files from other software) 

• Force clocks scheduling 

• Final log creator 

FOR EACH OF THESE REFER TO THE CORRESPONDING CHAPTER IN SCHEDULING SECTION. 
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5.8 Memos 

 

Memos can be used in SOHO to keep notes for producers, to inform them about news, 

attach them to tracks and generally help the producer with their work.  

You can either add new memos creating them from scratch or you can also import files to be 

used as memos. 

 

 

5.8.1 Creating/editing memos categories 

 

You can create/edit your memos categories:  

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Memos 
2. Press Edit Categories 

3. Add, delete, rename and add comments to your categories 

4. Press OK 
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5.8.2 Creating a memo 

 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Memos 

2. Press Add New 

3. Type the memo 

4. Fill in the fields 

5. Press OK 

 

5.8.3 Importing a file as memo 

 

Various file formats are supported but of course the most common that will be used are text 

files.  

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Memos 

2. Press Import File 

3. Select the file 

4. Fill in the fields 

5. Press OK 
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5.8.4 Setting the playlister code prefix for memos 

 

The playlister code is used to link 2 software and as a reference number for the memos. 

To change the prefix of the playlister code for the memos: 

1. Browse to SOHO control panel, Libraries, Memos 
2. Press Library Settings 

3. Edit the prefix 

4. Press OK 

 

 

5.9 The Stitcher 

 

Jazler SOHO has the amazing feature that can merge independent audio files into 1 audio 

stream that broadcasts live on air.  

Let’s say it is like stitching various audio parts into 1 single audio stream that broadcasts and 

this is the reason it was named The Stitcher.  

 

Currently SOHO has 3 stitcher types: 

a. Next Songs Hooks 

b. Real Time Announcement 

c. News 

 

5.9.1 Next Songs Hooks 
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The Next Songs Hooks is used to announce the next songs to play by using the hooks of the 

songs. It is a requirement to set to your songs the hook (mark hook in and hook out times).  

What SOHO will do is: 

a. play the opening audio,  

b. play each hook separated by the songs separator effect and then  

c. close the audio by playing the closing audio.  

There is also the option to play a default audio file in case the next songs hooks cannot play 

for example because there are not enough hooks to broadcast in the next songs Studio list. 

You can also preview the result by using a sample playlist like shown in screenshot.  
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5.9.2 Real Time Announcement 

 

 

The real time announcement will broadcast the exact time by combining audio files at the 

time the time announcement is broadcasted.  

For example if the audio is to be broadcasted at 16:04 then SOHO will: 

a. Play the opening audio file and bed 

b. Combine the hours and minutes prerecorded audio files  

c. Play the closing audio file 

There is also the option to play a default audio file in case stitcher fails to play, for example 

because the audio files cannot be found or deleted from hard disk. 

You can also preview the result by using a sample playlist like shown in screenshot.  
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5.9.3 News 

 

SOHO can compile the news by using only the audio file of your news voice-over file by: 

a. Playing the opening audio and bed 

b. Playing the news voice-over file 

c. Playing the closing audio 

The important part is that the bed for the news will play ONLY for the duration of your news 

voice-over file without playing unnecessary part of the bed/background audio file.  

There is also the option to play a default audio file in case stitcher fails to play, for example 

because the audio files cannot be found or deleted from hard disk. 

You can also preview the result by using a sample playlist like shown in screenshot.  
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6 Scheduling 
 

In the Libraries all your audio files are organized. In this section of SOHO we will review the 

scheduling of those audio files and how you will schedule and program them to broadcast.  

SOHO has many new features that will help you make the music rotation and music 

scheduling as unique as ever.  

Without question, scheduling is the most important and crucial part the radio automaton as 

this is how you will make sure the song and generally track selections are made the way you 

want.  

So, how track selection and scheduling is made: 

a. Main auto schedule/Clocks: This is the main and default way of SOHO to make 

track selections. This method depends on the clocks the user creates. 

b. Playlists programming: This method will be used to schedule your playout by 

creating playlists. These playlists can be: 

• user made,  

• automatically created by SOHO or  

• imported, using text files from third party software that makes the 

scheduling and export it to text files.   

c. Using the final log (whole day scheduling): SOHO can schedule a 24hour playlist, 

the log, for a specific day. This will take into account every scheduling you have 

made for this day such as: 

i. independent playlists,  

ii. rebroadcasts,  

iii. commercial breaks,  

iv. force clocks and  

v. in case there is nothing scheduled then the selections will be made 

based on the clocks of the main auto schedule.  

Once the log is approved and saved, SOHO will follow the log and will play it 

exactly as saved. 

And we will review each one extensively at following chapters. 
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6.1 Playlists 

 

The playlists are predefined selected tracks and when scheduled, SOHO will play those tracks 

in the order they are selected.  
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6.1.1 Creating and scheduling a playlist  

 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Playlists 

1. Press new playlist 

2. Type the playlist name, a way to distinguish the playlists 

3. Edit the playlist using the libraries browser to select and add the tracks you 

want in using the add, insert, replace, clear buttons to select mode and then 

i. press the arrow after a track is selected or 

ii. double click the track or  

iii. drag and drop it in the place you want 

4. Press schedule and details 

5. Schedule the playlist: 

a. Just for once using the Add 

b. In weekly repetition using the add repeated 

6. Enable the random option if you want the tracks to be shuffled when SOHO 

loads the playlist for broadcast 

7. Enable the overrides previous playlist if you want this playlist to replace any 

other existing playlist already loaded in SOHO studio for playback.  

Tip: If NOT enabled, the playlist will be loaded but not for immediate playback, it 

will wait for any previous playlist to end 

8. Press Save & Exit 

 

 

6.1.2 Creating auto playlist 

 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Playlists 
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2. Press New Auto Playlist 

3. Select the date and time of playlist 

4. Select the clock that will be used to make the playlist 

5. Set how many hours the playlist will last 

6. Enable or disable including other events scheduled for the date and 

time selected 

7. Press save and exit to save the playlist or cancel to abort the whole 

operation.  

Now the playlist is created and scheduled for the date and time you have selected.  

 

 

6.1.3 Previewing commercial breaks in the playlist/Setting commercial breaks in the playlist 

exactly when to play 

 

SOHO playlist editor offers the possibility to preview the breaks in the playlist you create 

based on the date and time you selected.  

In order to use it:  

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Playlists 

2. Open desired playlist 
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3. Press Preview Breaks button 

4. You can drag the breaks at position you want. If you want them to be 

saved then press the preview breaks again and when prompted to keep 

the breaks press yes 

5. If you want to clear the breaks from whole playlist then press the clear 

breaks button 

6. Press save and exit to save any changes you have made 

 

Important Note: When the breaks are saved in the playlist, the auto mode will load the 

playlist to play at scheduled time. In this case, the auto mode will not automatically insert 

the commercial breaks to play again from the moment they are already placed in studio 

decks.  

 

6.1.4 Reviewing the scheduled playlist timetable 

 

You can check which days and at what time your playlists are scheduled. This usually helps 

making sure every playlist is scheduled correctly and that there are no mistakes or 

omissions.  

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Playlists 

2. Press the scheduling timetable 

3. Review for desired days the scheduling of your playlists 

4. Close the window 
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6.1.5 Importing playlists/text files 

 

SOHO supports importing playlists. The import procedure requires text files that refer to 

tracks that must be used in the playlist. There are 2 filters that can be used for the import: 

• Prodigy import filter, text files that contain playlister codes or auto codes. 

This method is most common when scheduling your tracks using traffic, 

third party scheduling software 

• Filenames import filter, text files that contain file paths.  

For the prodigy import filter please check out the dedicated manual. 

For the filenames import filter, please have on mind that the filenames that will be used in 

the text files, exist in the SOHO songs library as songs.  

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Playlists 

2. Press import playlists 

3. Use the add and remove file to select the text files you want to import 

4. Select filter 

5. Press Start Import 

6. After the import is made press finished 
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6.1.6 Automatically importing playlists/text files 

 

Now SOHO supports setting a folder to be monitored for any playlist text files and when a 

new file is detected it is automatically imported.  

You can enable it from:  

1. SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Playlists 

2. Press playlist auto import settings at the bottom left 

3. Select the folder that your playlist files are located and will be monitored 

4. Select type of playlist to import  

5. Check the Enabled to enable the folder monitoring 

6. Press Ok 
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• The folder selected will be constantly monitored for new files. When a new file is 

detected, SOHO will automatically start importing the text file.  

• Each file that is processed is placed in a separate folder named Imported.  

• If there are errors during the import then a new file is created with same filename 

ending with _Errors.txt . When this happens, you will have to open the text file 

review the errors reported and fix them. Once these are made then delete the 

_Errors.txt file in order for SOHO to try again the import of the playlist file.  

 

6.1.7 Recording voice tracks instantly 

In playlist editor you can record your voice tracks instantly by using the record button.  

In order to do so: 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Playlists 

2. Open desired playlist 

3. Select the track right below the one you want to record your voice track 

4. Press the record button at the top 

5. Press approve and save to save the voice track 
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6.1.8 Editing and monitoring how a playlist will be played/heard on-air 

 

When you want to check the actual result of a playlist broadcasting you can do so by 

previewing and editing the tracks.  

There are many advanced features especially for editing the position that a track will play 

before and after the previous and next track respectively.  

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Playlists 

2. Double click the playlist  

3. Hover over the track you want to monitor/edit and press the monitor/edit track 

4. Monitor/Make the changes you want in the visual editor module 

5. Press exit visual editor 

6. Press Save & Exit 
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6.1.9 Visual Audio Editor - Recording voice tracks in a playlist 

 

SOHO has advanced visual editor and you can use it to record your voice tracks over your 

songs in the playlist. The visual editor supports multi-tracking giving you many options to 

edit your songs mixing and also record with ease.  

To use the Visual Audio Editor: 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Playlists 

2. Double click the playlist to open it 

3. Hover over the track you want to monitor/edit and press the monitor/edit track 

4. Monitor/Make the changes you want in the visual editor module. 

5. Click on the position you want the voice track to start 

6. Press REC 

7. When ready, either press next for next song to start or press the stop button to 

stop recording 

8. Edit the in and out positions of the tracks as you wish and listen to the result 

9. Press exit visual editor 

10. Press Save & Exit 
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6.1.10 Adding break references in a playlist 

 

In SOHO there is no need to add in a playlist the actual spot/commercial files of a break. 

Instead you can use break references. As a break reference we mean playing the break of 

14:30 and not the actual spot files that consist the 14:30 break at this moment.  

This is useful when we schedule playlists days before their broadcast time and it is certain 

that the break will change until the actual broadcast.  

This way you instruct the playlist to play the commercial break of referenced hour e.g. 14:30 

at the exact place you inserted the reference.   

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Playlists 

2. Double click the playlist  

3. Select position in the playlist the break reference will be inserted 

4. At bottom of the decks press the dollar button to check and insert desired break 

as a reference 

5. Press Save & Exit 

 

6.1.11 Scheduling a playlist to broadcast at desired time starting IMMEDIATELY 

 

After creating the playlist with the tracks you want, you can then schedule it to play at 

desired day and time or on weekly basis. The start immediately option makes sure the 

currently playing track is cut in order for the playlist to start at exact scheduled time. 
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To do so:  

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Playlists 

2. Press the Schedule & Details at top 

3. Press Add or Add Repeated  

4. Check the option Start Immediately for desired schedule 

 

 

6.1.12 Scheduling a pre-recorded show to broadcast, repeated daily or weekly  

 

From our experience, the easiest and most effortless way to schedule your shows is: 

1. Make sure the show is split in parts.  

Tip: Each part should have duration as the time between your breaks .e.g. if you 

have break at 16:00 and then next is at 16:30 you need the parts to be 

approximately and most usually 20-27 minutes. This estimation is also based on 

the break duration  

2. Import each part in assets library 

Tip: If the show is repeated daily or weekly, then it is very convenient to use the 

variable length option in each asset. This way SOHO will know that the mix 

times and actual audio file to broadcast will be accessed by SOHO at very last 

moment by getting the file with the filename provided for the asset. For the 

next repeat all you have to do is replace the audio file with exact same 

filename. 

3. Create a playlist for each part of the show and schedule each playlist to play at 

proper time. Remember to choose repeated playlist 

E.g. 1st part will be scheduled at 16:00, 2nd part at 16:30, 3rd part at 17:00 
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After following the above, the next time you will have the new audio files for the show to 

play is replace the audio files with the exact same filename. 

 

6.2 Main Auto Schedule 

 

The main auto in SOHO was reinvented and designed from scratch to ensure the music 

selection and rotation is as the user wants.  

 

 

First of all, there are now 2 modes for the main auto: 

a. Classic Auto (RadioStar) 

b. New auto (SOHO) 

 

6.2.1 Auto modes explained 

In this section we will explain the exact differences of the 2 auto modes and their usage. 

Finally, we will have a point to point comparison between them.  

 

6.2.1.1 Classic auto (RadioStar) 

 

The classic auto is the way Jazler RadioStar selects songs and operates. More specifically, 

you set the number of decks to appear on Studio and then classic auto make sure there are 

always that many selected tracks. The track selections follow your scheduling and if you set 
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11 tracks to be always loaded on decks, then once 1 track broadcasts and there are 10 

selections, classic auto will immediately make the next selection to fill the 11th deck. 

 

6.2.1.2 New auto (SOHO) 

 

The new auto, fetches by default the scheduling for the next 2 hours and loads them on the 

decks. Once the time comes SOHO auto will fetch the next hour. 

The track selection is again made following your clocks. The difference and novelty in SOHO 

auto is that you have on your Studio decks what will be broadcasted the next 2 hours.  

Please note that the number of hours can be changed by user. 

 

6.2.1.3 Comparison - Clear understanding of the differences:  

 

Schedules Classic auto (RadioStar) New auto (SOHO) 

Track selection Based on clocks Based on clocks and the 

other scheduled items 

How Studio decks are filled Fills the predefined number 

X of the decks - There are 

always X decks filled to 

broadcast 

Creating and loading on 

decks at once what will be 

broadcasted for the next X 

hours 

Breaks/Commercials Inserted on decks at time of 

break 

Already taken into account 

and loaded on decks 

Playlists Inserted on decks at 

scheduled time 

Already taken into account 

and loaded on decks 

Force clocks Inserted on decks at 

scheduled time 

Already taken into account 

and loaded on decks 

Rebroadcast Inserted on decks at 

scheduled time 

Already taken into account 

and loaded on decks 

Emergency track selection Fills the X predefined decks Compensation tracks in 

order for next commercial 

break to play at 

programmed time 

Exact broadcast time of 

scheduled items 

Cannot know – The 

scheduled item will be 

Knows exact broadcast time 

of scheduled items – They 
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inserted when schedule 

time comes and will wait for 

current playing track to end 

are already ingested and 

loaded on the decks  

 

 

As you can see from above, in SOHO auto, you will not be taken by surprise. The studio 

decks will be filled with the exact programming and what to be broadcasted for the next 

hours. The broadcast time is also there and you know when the scheduled item will start 

playing.  

For RadioStar users, classic auto is the way they worked till now and you can continue 

working such way. Once you feel ready to proceed to SOHO auto you can change and of 

course the change can be reverted at any time. 

 

6.2.2 Understanding the clocks 

 

The music selection is made based on your clocks. In both auto modes, the songs are 

selected based on the clocks you created.  

A clock, is the pattern with which the songs will be chosen. This is how you define what 

categories will be used and in what order.   

As you can understand the clocks are the most important part of the selections. 

 

6.2.3 Creating a clock 

 

You can create a clock: 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Main Auto Schedule 

2. Press create new clock 

3. Set the name, comments, color and backup song filter (compensation tracks) of 

the clock at the top 

4. Choose the type of library you want the selection from by pressing one of the 

available clock elements 

5. Apply the filters for the type of library for example category  

6. Press add or insert 

7. The selection with all the filters is now added at the clock editor as a row and 

can also be visualized in the hour-clock section 

8. Go to step 4 and repeat procedure until the clock contains the desired rows and 

in the desired order 
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9. You can review the clock, the pattern, at the clock editor based on which main 

auto will make the selections. The hour-clock window represents a full hour of 

selections based on the clock editor and the rows you have used.  

10. Press OK 

Important Note: if main auto makes all the selections based on the clock editor rows and 

still a full hour is not filled, then main auto will fill the rest going back again at the start of 

the clock editor rows. This repeats until the clock changes and main auto will always choose 

tracks. 

Important note 2: Even if the clock editor has only 1 row for track selection, main auto will 

keep selecting tracks based on the filters and this row until the clock changes. 

 

 

6.2.4 Setting a backup clock for compensation mechanism to select tracks 

 

For the new SOHO auto mode, the compensation mechanism is required in order to balance 

the studio decks/playlist in case it gets out of schedule. The compensation tracks are 

selected based on a category you can set or by setting a clock that the compensation tracks 

will be selected with.  

You can set this in the clock at the top right of the window.  
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6.2.5 Assigning a clock to the Clocks Schedule/timetable 

 

The clocks schedule of main auto is organized in weekdays and hours.  

There are 24 cells, one for each hour, for each day of week. 

You can assign a created clock on the clock schedule/timetable: 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Main Auto Schedule 

2. Select (highlight) the clock to be assigned from the available clocks 

3. Select from Clocks Schedule the cell(s) representing desired hour or make an 

area selection by clicking and then dragging the mouse. 

4. Press the red Set>> button 

5. Go to step 2 and repeat, until the clocks schedule is filled 

6. Press OK  

 

6.2.6 Editing song selection settings 

 

There are the clocks with which the songs are selected by main auto but SOHO has more 

advanced tools to customize the song selections: 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Main Auto Schedule 

2. Press edit song selection settings 

3. Press settings 

4. Edit the settings as you see fit 
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5. Press OK 

 

 

6.2.6.1 Editing Selection Randomness – How SOHO will be selecting the songs 

 

Selection randomness X means, each time main auto is about to select a song, X candidate 

songs will be at first chosen and at random one of the X songs will be finally selected.  
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RadioStar had the selection randomness activated by default and could not be changed. As a 

reference, RadioStar had Selection randomness 8. 

If you want your selections to have the element of randomness, then have this value higher 

than 0.  

If you want strict selections method then have selection randomness 0, which means all 

songs will play at least 1 time, before main auto chooses a song that already broadcasted. 

This is the default setting for SOHO.  

 

You can find the selection randomness at: 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Main Auto Schedule 

2. Press edit song selection settings 

3. Press settings 

 

6.2.6.2 Artist separation 

 

The artist separation is the time in minutes that must pass until the same artist becomes 

available again for selection.  

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Main Auto Schedule 

2. Press edit song selection settings 

3. Press settings 

 

6.2.6.3 Song next day, same time separation 

 

Song next day same time separation is: 

a. The number of days to come and 

b. The time window in minutes  

in which the same song will not broadcast again in the next day(s).  

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Main Auto Schedule 

2. Press edit song selection settings 

3. Press settings 
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6.2.6.4 Reshuffle all media – Reorder the tracks for all categories 

 

You can re-shuffle all your media in order to refresh the order with which the songs are 

selected. Especially useful when using selection randomness 0 and you are not satisfied with 

the order of selected songs from the categories. 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Main Auto Schedule 

2. Press edit song selection settings 

3. Press settings 

 

6.2.7 Restrictive rules applied for the song selections 

 

With the rules you can restrict main auto from making selections of songs that do not fit and 

must not be made.  

For example, you do not want a song from pop category to be followed by a ballad song.  

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Main Auto Schedule 

2. Press edit song selection settings 

3. Press rules 

4. Set the fields as desired 
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6.3 Force Clocks 

 

The main auto follows the clocks and repeats the same pattern. But what if you want to 

have the clock repeated only 1 time? Then you can use the force clocks.  
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6.3.1 Creating a force clock 

 

First you need to create a clock. Please check the Creating a clock chapter. 

Now it is time to schedule this clock to play only 1 time: 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Force Clocks Schedule 

2. Press add new 

3. Fill in the title, applied clock (clock created before and based on which the 

selections will be made), start date and time, end date and time  

4. Type the time of day you want the clock to broadcast and press add 

5. Press ok 

Now the force clock is scheduled and SOHO will make sure at day and time used the clock 

will be loaded on studio decks and play. 
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6.3.2 Scheduling specific song to play at specific time and day 

 

You can accomplish this by using force clocks. First of all create a simple clock containing the 

specific song following the chapter CREATING A CLOCK. 

Then follow the chapter CREATING A FORCE CLOCK selecting the clock you created earlier.  

 

6.4 Rebroadcast Schedule 

 

SOHO can rebroadcast another audio source to play on air. You can select line in sources, 

directly plugged in your computer or via audio over IP, or broadcast a URL source. 
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6.4.1 Adding rebroadcast sources 

 

To add the source of the rebroadcast: 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Rebroadcast Schedule 

2. Press rebroadcast sources 

3. Press add  

4. Type the title  

5. Select line in or network source 

6. Either select sound card input for the line in or type the URL to be used as 

source 

7. Press test/preview button and check for incoming audio 

8. Edit the other options too and you might want to add a backup source too 

9. Press ok  
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6.4.2 Scheduling a source to play at specific time 

 

First step is to add the rebroadcast source following the chapter Adding rebroadcast 

sources. 

The source can now be scheduled to play: 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Rebroadcast Schedule 

2. Press add 

3. Select if the rebroadcast will be recurring or will be for one specific day 

4. Type start time of rebroadcast 

5. Set duration  

6. Select the source that will be broadcasted 

7. Set the metadata and additional options 

8. Press ok 
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6.4.3 Setting backup rebroadcast source in case the primary source fails 

 

SOHO can have backup rebroadcast sources. This is very useful when the primary URL source 

fails for example because the steaming server is down. You can set a backup source, either 

line in or another URL and if the primary fails SOHO will rebroadcast the backup source.  
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But there is more! You can set more than one backup sources. So if the primary fails, SOHO 

goes to backup1, if the backup1 also fails, SOHO goes to backup2 and goes on. 

To add backup sources: 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Rebroadcast Schedule 

2. Press rebroadcast sources 

3. Select source and press edit 

4. In backup source press select 

5. Fill in the details of the backup source 

6. Press ok to save backup source 

7. Press ok to save rebroadcast source 

 

6.4.4 Rebroadcast settings  

 

You can control the behavior of the rebroadcasts by editing the settings:  

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Rebroadcast Schedule 

2. Press rebroadcast settings  

3. Make the changes 

4. Press ok 
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6.4.5 Syncing commercial breaks with other SOHOs or RadioStars 

 

The commercials break sync is used in order for main station to inform the rebroadcasters, 

the stations that rebroadcast the main station, that it started playing the commercials and 

that they can now start playing their commercials too. This is made so rebroadcaster/local 

commercials can overlap main station/national commercials as best as possible. 

There are 2 ways that this can be achieved in SOHO: 

a. Using the RadioStar method by sending UDP signals 

b. Using the brand new SOHO in-streaming commands method. This is only 

available when SOHO streams the audio to the streaming server and if 

the rebroadcaster uses URL link for the rebroadcast 

 

6.4.5.1 RadioStar method/UDP signals 

This way of sync makes sure that each time the main station starts a commercial break a 

UDP signal is sent to all the receivers declared in receivers list.  

When the receiver/rebroadcaster gets the signals, SOHO automatically inserts the 

corresponding commercial break, cuts the rebroadcast source and starts playing the 

commercials.  

 

6.4.5.1.1 Settings up UDP method for main station 

In order to setup the UDP method for main station:  

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Rebroadcast 

2. Rebroadcast Settings 

3. Set the Rebroadcast Sync Transmitter to RadioStar UDP signals 

4. Press UDP settings 

5. Press add and enter the details of the receiver, the IP that signals will be sent and 

the Port 

6.4.5.1.2 Settings up UDP method for rebroadcasters 

In order to setup the UDP method for the rebroadcasters:  

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Rebroadcast 

2. Rebroadcast Settings 

3. Enable the Rebroadcast Sync Receiver 

4. Press Sync settings and change them based on your needs 

5. Press ok 

6. Press Rebroadcast Sources 

7. Open desired source and at the very bottom set the Commercial Breaks Sync to 

RadioStar UDP signals and set the port you want to be used 
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8. If this is about a scheduled rebroadcast, then you will have to open the rebroadcast 

and at the very bottom select with Commercial Breaks Sync 

 

6.4.5.1.3 Requirements for the commercials sync with UDP signals 

 

a. Both main station and rebroadcaster must have the same break times for 

the sync to work. When the main station plays a break, SOHO sends a signal 

containing information about the break time and the duration of the 

commercials. If rebroadcaster does not have this break time then receiver 

SOHO will ignore it, will not play anything and will not sync, continuing the 

rebroadcast normally.  

b. The external IP address of the receiver station must be either static or a 

domain service should be used that will make sure that the station can 

always be reached with this domain. 

c. The port that will be used must be port forwarded in the receiver’s router in 

order for the router to send the signal/packet to correct computer.  

d. Commercials sync will be made whether you rebroadcast using a scheduled 

rebroadcast or rebroadcast mode in studio  

 

 

6.4.5.2 SOHO in-streaming commands 

In addition to the UDP signals method, SOHO has the mechanism with in-streaming 

commands. This new method embeds in the URL stream of the radio station the commands 

that will trigger the commercials sync.  

 

6.4.5.2.1 Setting up SOHO in-streaming commands for main station 

In order to setup the UDP method for main station:  

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Rebroadcast 

2. Rebroadcast Settings 

3. Set the Rebroadcast Sync Transmitter to SOHO in-streaming commands 

 

6.4.5.2.2 Setting up SOHO in-streaming commands for rebroadcaster 

In order to setup the UDP method for the rebroadcasters:  

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Rebroadcast 

2. Rebroadcast Settings 

3. Enable the Rebroadcast Sync Receiver 

4. Press Sync settings and change them based on your needs 

5. Press ok 
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6. Press Rebroadcast Sources 

7. Open desired source and at the very bottom set the Commercial Breaks Sync to 

SOHO in-streaming commands 

8. If this is about a scheduled rebroadcast, then you will have to open the rebroadcast 

and at the very bottom select With Commercial Breaks Sync 

 

6.4.5.2.3 Requirements for the commercials sync with SOHO in-streaming commands 

 

a. Both main station and rebroadcaster must have the same break times for the sync 

to work. When the main station plays a break, SOHO sends a signal containing 

information about the break time and the duration of the commercials. If 

rebroadcaster does not have this break time then receiver SOHO will ignore it, will 

not play anything and will not sync, continuing the rebroadcast normally. 

b. The streaming to the streaming server must be made by SOHO directly in order for 

the commands to be embedded in the URL stream.  

c. The rebroadcaster must use the URL to rebroadcast the main station. If line-in is 

used for it, then the commercials sync will not be able to be made. 

d. Commercials sync will be made whether you rebroadcast using a scheduled 

rebroadcast or rebroadcast mode in studio  

 

6.4.5.3 Commercials Sync Behavior 

 

The total time of the commercial break of the main station in almost all cases will be 

different than the commercial break total time of the rebroadcaster.  

There are 3 cases: 

1. Commercial break times for both SOHOs are the exact same. This is very rare but in 

this case the rebroadcaster will overlap the commercials of the main station and will 

return to the rebroadcast just in time 

2. Total commercial break time for rebroadcast is larger than the one of the main 

station. In this case the rebroadcaster will overlap the commercials and when they 

are over it will return to the rebroadcast but it will not be just in time and some part 

of the rebroadcast is lost 

3. Total commercial break time for rebroadcast is smaller than the one of the main 

station. In this case the rebroadcaster will fill in with songs and jingles in order to 

avoid broadcasting main station’s commercials. When the time comes to return to 

the rebroadcast if a song is playing it will be cut immediately.   
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6.4.5.4 Determining how the selections will be made for the fill of the remaining sync time 

In order to select which categories will be used to fill the remaining sync time: 

a. Songs will be selected based on the backup filter from the underlying 

clock of corresponding time 

b. Jingles will be selected based on the jingles category you select at  

i. SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Rebroadcast Schedule 

ii. Rebroadcast Settings 

iii. Sync Settings 

 

The fill time threshold is the option that will determine whether songs or jingles are 

selected to fill in the remaining sync time.  

If remaining sync time is smaller than the threshold then jingles will be used for the fill in. 

If remaining sync time is larger than the threshold then songs will be used for the fill in. 
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6.5 RDS 

 

Many radio stations require their station name and other information to be transmitted 

though RDS protocol. This is achieved in SOHO by scheduling the RDS data, PS, RT or even 

RT+. The data can be sent either through serial, TCP or UDP communication.  

SOHO supports many hardware RDS encoders but also software RDS encoders. There is even 

option to customize the options of RDS data sent to the encoder to add an encoder even if 

we have not yet added official support.  

 

 

6.5.1 Editing RDS settings 

 

You can edit the RDS settings: 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, RDS 

2. Press settings 

3. Make the changes 

4. Press ok 
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6.5.2 Adding new device to send the RDS data from SOHO 

 

You will now add your device in order for the communication to be established between 

your RDS encoder and SOHO.  

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, RDS 

2. Press settings 

3. Press add new device 

4. Select from the list your encoder 

5. Select communication type from COM(RS232), TCP, UDP if available  

6. For COM(RS232) select COM port or in case of TCP or UDP type the IP address  

and port of the encoder 
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7. Enable or disable the optional RT and RT+, if supported by encoder. By default 

SOHO sends PS data. 

8. Press ok 

 

 

6.5.3 Selecting what tracks and audio files be announced on RDS 

 

SOHO supports announcing on RDS:  

a. Songs 

b. Commercials 

c. Elements (Jingles, Sweepers, Voice tracks, Assets) 

d. Direct audio files 

Please check EDITING RDS SETTINGS to enable or disable announcing the above. 
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6.5.4 Setting multiple devices/receivers  

 

SOHO supports sending RDS data to multiple receivers and even being different. 

Please follow chapter ADDING NEW DEVICE TO SEND THE RDS DATA FROM SOHO to add all your 

encoders and SOHO will send the RDS data to all of them.  

 

6.5.5 Scheduling the RDS data 

 

RDS data in SOHO can be scheduled and there is no need to be static. You can create your 

schedule based on weekday and hour of day:  

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, RDS 

2. Press edit schedule 

3. Select either  

a. weekday and hour or  

b. Default, which is used when nothing else is scheduled 

4. PS scheduling: type the messages or press the add PS keyword button. Each PS 

message can be up to 8 characters  

5. Press + button 

6. RT scheduling: type the messages or press the add RT keyword button. Each RT 

message can be up to 64 characters 

7. Press + button 

8. Go to step 3 and repeat for as many weekdays, hours and messages you want 

9. RT+ content: press add RT+ content and then type the RT message to be used  

for RT+  

10. TAG 1: Select the type of TAG and then select with mouse the part of RT 

message that corresponds to this tag.  

11. Press get TAG 1 

12. Go to step 10 and repeat for TAG 2 

13. Press ok 
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6.5.6 Sending instant RDS data overriding schedule 

 

The RDS schedule can be overridden. You can type any PS and RT message and send them to 

broadcast. The schedule will be ignored and once you disable the override, SOHO will return 

back to schedule. 

You can override RDS data: 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, RDS 

2. Type the message you want in PS and RT fields 

3. Press override current program 
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6.6 Final Log Creator 

 

The final log is very special. With it you can schedule whole day and know exactly what and 

when a track will be played.  

It takes into account every scheduling you have made, playlists, force clocks, rebroadcast, 

commercial breaks and if there is not something from those, the track selections are made 

based on the main auto and your clocks.  

Once created and scheduled, SOHO will load the final log at midnight of the scheduled date 

and will play the contents. Please mind that still the next X scheduled hours will be shown 

and loaded on studio decks.  

 

 

6.6.1 Creating the final log 

 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Final Log Creator 

2. Select date for which you want to create and schedule the final log 

3. Press create log for this day 

4. Select what should be taken into account 

a. Playlists 

b. Force clocks 

c. Spots breaks 

d. Rebroadcast 
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5. Select hours you want to be included in the log. Most common is to select all 

hours for a 24 hour log  

6. Press create log 

7. Review the final log for the selected date and make any changes using the make 

changes - edit 

Important: remember this is exactly what will be broadcasted on scheduled date 

8. Press save & exit 

 

 

6.6.2 Editing song selection settings and spot settings directly from final log creator 

 

You can edit the song selections settings and spot settings without the need to exit the final 

log creator and changing the main auto scheduling and the settings in spots library.  

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Final Log Creator 

2. Press create log schedule 

3. Press the edit song selection settings or spots settings 

 

6.6.3 Final log and commercial breaks 

 

In final log, the commercial breaks are inserted as break references. This means that the log 

knows at what time the break of 13:00 will play. The spot files that consist the break at the 

moment the final log is created are not taken into account.  

This helps very much because if you want a final log created 2 days ahead, the commercial 

break (spot files and order of spot files) is almost certain that will change.    
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6.6.4 Editing the final log - Created the final log but now I want to make changes 

 

You can edit a scheduled final log:  

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Final Log Creator 

2. Select date for which you want to edit the final log 

3. Press edit 

 

6.6.5 Final log is created but I do not want to be broadcasted 

 

If you created a final log but you do not want to broadcast there are 2 ways:  

 

6.6.5.1 Un-schedule the final log for this specific day 

 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Final Log Creator 

2. Select date for which you want to unschedule the final log 

3. Press unschedule day 

 

6.6.5.2 In Studio 

 

Enable auto mode disabling the log option. 

 

6.6.5.3 Print report for the final log 

 

You can use the print report button to have a pdf file of the final log that is scheduled.  

To do so: 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Final Log Creator 

2. Open a day 

3. Press at bottom the Print Report button 

 

6.6.5.4 Exporting the final log in text file 

 

You can export the final log created by SOHO by using the export playlist button. This will 

allow you to have the final log in text format and you could even use it in another software.  
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Important: You can only export the final log if the commercial breaks are added unpacked, 

as a list of commercial/spots that are scheduled to play. 

To do so: 

4. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Final Log Creator 

5. Open a day 

6. Press at bottom the Export Playlist button 

 

6.6.5.5 Customizing the export playlist of the final log 

 

By using this feature you can customize the exported text file that SOHO will create. 

To do so: 

7. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Final Log Creator 

8. Open a day 

9. Press at bottom the Customize Export button 

 

 

6.7 Log Viewer 

 

The log viewer is the place to check what SOHO broadcasted. There is no need to browse to 

find text log files to check what got broadcasted yesterday, previous month or even just 5 

minutes earlier.  

But the most advanced and useful feature is that you can review all the information of the 

track and the reasons it got selected and broadcasted. As a result there is no need to guess 

or make calculations why a track was selected.  
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6.7.1 Reviewing what got broadcasted  

 

To review what got broadcasted: 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, Log Viewer 

2. Select the track got broadcasted 

3. Check all information about this specific selection at scheduled log | track info 

 

6.7.2 Checking why a track was selected and broadcasted by SOHO – I think it was not 

supposed to broadcast 

 

Now you can find quickly and with ease why a track was selected. You can also check all the 

restrictions that SOHO had for the track selection.  
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7 Settings 

 

 

7.1 General Settings 

 

In general settings you can make any changes you want for SOHO. More specifically:  

 

7.1.1 General 

 

a. the language of SOHO and  

b. the format of hour (24h or 12h format) 
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7.1.2 Soundcards and output 

 

In this section you find all settings regarding the soundcards used, outputs, audio 

processing, input used for your microphone. Also, there are available the audio settings for 

the mixing, fade and may others. 
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7.1.2.1 Setting the audio outputs/soundcards for main, monitor and instant jingle output of 

SOHO 

 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Settings, General Settings 

2. Press Soundcards and output 

3. Assign the outputs 

 

7.1.2.2 Setting SOHO to use interchange output – Using A-B output 

 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Settings, General Settings 

2. Press Soundcards and output 

3. In studio output system select A-B interchange output 

 

7.1.2.3 Setting SOHO to use 32 bit audio processing  

 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Settings, General Settings 

2. Press Soundcards and output 

3. In studio output system select 32-but audio processing 

 

7.1.2.4 VST and DSP plugins - Setting the audio output to be processed  

 

Place the plugin in corresponding folder of SOHO  

a. C:\Jazler SOHO\PluginsVST_32bit , for VST 32 bit plugin 

b. C:\Jazler SOHO\PluginsVST_64bit , for VST 64 bit plugin 

c. C:\Jazler SOHO\ PluginsWinamp , for DSP plugin 

After it is placed: 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Settings, General Settings 

2. Press Soundcards and output 

3. In DSP (Digital Signing Processing) position select  

a. Output of studio or 

b. Input of encoders 

4. Press edit plugins 

5. Select the plugin you want enabled and press the arrow 

 

7.1.3 Studio settings 
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You can make all the settings regarding the studio behavior.  

 

 

7.1.3.1 Setting the radio station name 

 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Settings, General Settings 

2. Press studio settings 

3. Type in the station name field 

 

7.1.3.2 Setting SOHO to start with Windows 

 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Settings, General Settings 

2. Press studio settings 

3. Enable start with windows login 

 

7.1.3.3 Setting SOHO to start in auto mode 

 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Settings, General Settings 

2. Press studio settings 

3. Select in startup mode the AUTO 
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7.1.3.4 Setting shortcuts keys for Studio functions 

 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Settings, General Settings 

2. Press studio settings 

3. Press edit shortcuts 

 

7.1.3.5 Enabling secondary studio screen 

 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Settings, General Settings 

2. Press studio settings 

3. Enable secondary studio screen 

 

7.1.3.6 Changing auto mode from classic to SOHO auto and back  

 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Settings, General Settings 

2. Press studio settings 

3. Enable/disable classic auto 

 

7.1.3.7 Assigning shortcut buttons for broadcast actions 

 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Settings, General Settings 

2. Press studio settings 

3. Press Edit Shortcuts 

4. Assign the shortcuts you want 

You can also assign modifier keys Alt and Control.  

Also, you can make the shortcuts work even if the Studio is minimized.  

 

7.1.4 Logs and paths 

 

Here you can set the paths that SOHO should use. 
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7.1.4.1 Setting path to for the recorded voice tracks   

 

This is the path were your SOHO voice tracks will be recorded and saved: 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Settings, General Settings 

2. Press logs & paths 

3. Set voice tracks audio path 

 

7.1.4.2 Setting an external audio editor  

 

SOHO does not support editing your audio files but you can assign an external software to 

open and use directly from SOHO: 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Settings, General Settings 

2. Press logs & paths 

3. Set external audio editor path 

 

7.1.4.3 Enabling custom logs 

 

SOHO supports keeping custom text logs. You can find the custom log text files in C:\Jazler 

SOHO\Logs\Custom Logs 1 and C:\Jazler SOHO\Logs\Custom Logs 2. To enable them: 
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1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Settings, General Settings 

2. Press logs & paths 

3. Enable custom logs 1 and/or custom logs 2 

 

7.1.4.4 Editing the format of custom logs – format of each line logged in the text file 

 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Settings, General Settings 

2. Press logs & paths 

3. Press customize logs 1 

4. Edit the format of the log that will saved for each track broadcasted using the 

keywords from available keywords or by typing 

5. Press preview format to check what exactly will be logged 

6. Enable/disable the type of audio files for which custom logs will be kept 

 

7.1.4.5 Reconciliation of SOHO logs with external third party/traffic software 

 

You can set custom logs to export text files with what got broadcasted and then use them 

with your traffic software to reconcile.  

IMPORTANT: At first, please consult your traffic software what requires for the log file to 

contain. It is very crucial to know what the text file must contain in order to change the 

format of SOHO custom logs accordingly.  

A unique reference field between SOHO and traffic software will certainly be required. 

This usually is either auto code of SOHO or the playlister code. Use as a keyword the one 

that has been used as a reference in your traffic software too. 

 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Settings, General Settings 

2. Press logs & paths 

3. Press customize logs 1 

4. Edit the format of the log that will saved for each track broadcasted using the 

keywords from available keywords or by typing.  

IMPORTANT: in the format make sure there is at least 

c. the keyword that serves a reference between SOHO and your 

traffic software, usually playlister code  

d. the STARTTIME keyword that logs the time of broadcast 

5. Press preview format to check what exactly will be logged 

6. Make sure ONLY the spots are enabled from the types of audio files 
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7.1.4.6 Reconciliation of SOHO logs with external third party/scheduling/log/playlister 

software 

 

You can set use custom logs to export text files with got broadcasted and then use them 

with your scheduling software to reconcile.  

At first, please consult your external software what requires for the log file to contain. It is 

very crucial to know what the text file must contain in order to change the format of SOHO 

custom logs accordingly.  

A unique reference field between SOHO and the external software will certainly be 

required. This usually is either auto code of SOHO or the playlister code. Use as a keyword 

the one that has been used as a reference in your external software too. It could also be 

the filename of the audio file but is not recommended and is not usually used.  

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Settings, General Settings 

2. Press logs & paths 

3. Press customize logs 1 

4. Edit the format of the log that will saved for each track broadcasted using the 

keywords from available keywords or by typing.  

IMPORTANT: in the format make sure there is at least 

i. the keyword that serves a reference between SOHO and your 

external software, usually playlister code  

ii. the STARTTIME keyword that logs the time of broadcast 

5. Press preview format to check what exactly will be logged 

6. Make sure that are enabled ONLY the types of audio files that are scheduled 

from external software and ALSO that there is reference/link between SOHO 

and external software.  

e.g. if only the songs are scheduled and have been linked, then enable ONLY the songs. If 

jingles are also scheduled from external software then enable jingles too 

 

7.1.5 Performance 

 

Here you can find settings regarding the performance of SOHO.  

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Settings, General Settings 

2. Press performance 
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7.1.5.1 SOHO is very slow starting up after some changes I made 

 

The option preload main library and editing screens on startup can make opening each 

screen very fast after the startup but it will take significantly more time for SOHO to open 

and start running. You can disable it:  

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Settings, General Settings 

2. Press performance 

3. Disable preload main library and editing screens on startup 

 

7.1.6 Time Offset 

 

If your radio station is broadcasting through the internet or your STL has delay, you might 

need to broadcast your content earlier than the standard time, so it can arrive on time to 

your listeners. Adjust here the time offset in seconds ahead of standard time that SOHO will 

be operating. 

Important: Your computer time will not be altered.  

 

7.1.7 Alerts 
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The alerts system makes sure that when there is a problem reported in SOHO problems 

section, they are sent with an email to the email addresses set here.  

 

7.1.8 Miscellaneous  

 

Here you can personalize SOHO with your radio station details and logo. 

 

 

7.1.8.1 Displaying my radio station’s logo in SOHO 

 

You can do so: 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Settings, General Settings 

2. Press misc 

3. Set the logo for SOHO interface 

4. Set the logo for the reports exported 

 

7.1.8.2 Reports containing my radio station’s details 

 

You can do so: 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Settings, General Settings 

2. Press misc 
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3. Type the details in the field radio station details 

 

7.1.8.3 Setting SOHO to ask whether to extract metadata from audio files 

 

You can have SOHO extract the metadata from audio files by default:  

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Settings, General Settings 

2. Press misc 

3. Enable ask to extract song information (tags) on new files 

 

7.1.8.4 Setting the db thresholds that autocue uses – autocue sensitivity 

 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Settings, General Settings 

2. Press misc 

3. Press autocue sensitivity  

4. Select the type of audio file 

5. Set the db levels 

 

7.1.8.5 I do not want spots mixed when broadcasted– I want them to play from start to end 

of file and independently from next file 

 

Many radio stations require the spots to broadcast without being mixed and most 

importantly form star tot end of file. In order to achieve that follow chapter Setting the db 

thresholds that autocue uses – autocue sensitivity and set the db thresholds for spots to be 

very low. This way SOHO will find as start and end mix times the start and end of audio file 

respectively.  

 In short, make sure that you set the db levels in the lowest possible value which is search 

for the first non-zero sample 

 

7.2 Users & Security 

 

SOHO supports security system and logging in with users. Each user has privileges which are 

set from the administrator. 
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7.2.1 Enabling security system and adding users 

 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Settings, Users and Security 

2. Check the enable users permissions 

3. Press add new user 

4. Type the username and password for the new user 

5. Set login timeout in minutes, 0 means automatic logout is disabled 

6. Set the permissions 
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a. Check the administrator to give all permissions 

b. Or check only the permissions allowed  

7. Press ok 

8. Go to step 3 and repeat until you have added all users 

9. Press ok 

 

 

7.2.2 The available permission a user can have 
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• Access to songs library 

• Access to spots &commercials library 

• Access to jingles library 

• Access to assets library 

• Access to sweepers library 

• Access to voice tracks library 

• Access to memos library 

• Access to instants library 

• Access to Auto schedule (clocks) 

• Access to Playlists library 

• Access to Log editor 

• Access to Log viewer 

• Access to Force clocks 

• Access to Settings 

• Access to Encoders 

• Access to Rebroadcast 

• Access to Folder mappings 

• Access to RDS 

• Access to Internet updater 

• Access to Users security 

• Access to Database reset 

• Studio – delete tracks 

• Studio – add/insert songs 

• Studio – add/insert assets 

• Studio – add/insert jingles 

• Studio – add/insert spots or commercial breaks 

• Studio – add/insert voice tracks 

• Studio – add/insert voice tracks live 

• Studio – add/insert direct audio file 

• Studio – edit instant jingles 

• Studio – edit memo 

• Close down program 

 

 

 

7.3 Audio Folder Mappings 

 

This function translates the paths of your audio files. What it does exactly is that it replaces 

in the start of the path with the new path that is provided. For example if a song file in 

library has file path C:\AUDIO\SONGS\song.mp3 you can use the audio folder mappings to 
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translate this file path to D:\AUDIO\SONGS\song.mp3 or even 

\\studio_pc\AUDIO\SONGS\song.mp3 . 

 

 

 

7.3.1 Adding a folder mapping 

 

You can add the folder mapping: 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Settings, Audio Folder Mappings 

2. Press add 

3. Browse for or type the original path, that you want substituted, that your audio 

files have in SOHO libraries 

Tip: if all your audio files are located in C:\AUDIO\... then use C:\AUDIO\ 

4. Browse for or type the replacement path, the path that will substitute the 

original path 

Tip: if your audio files are now located in D:\AUDIO\... because you moved the 

folder then use D:\AUDIO\ 

5. Press ok 

 

7.3.2 Enabling SOHO Workstation to monitor the audio files 
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When SOHO Workstation is used, you can access the database and everything it contains 

from network. But the actual audio files are not stored in the database, only the paths to the 

actual audio files are stored.  

In order to enable the SOHO workstation to monitor the audio files: 

From Windows file manager of SOHO Studio computer, share (Windows share or else SMB 

share) the folder that are your audio files are stored.  

In SOHO Workstation: 

1. Browser to   SOHO Control Panel, Settings, Audio Folder Mappings 

2. Press add 

3. Browse for or type the original path, path that audio files are store in SOHO 

Studio computer, e.g. C:\AUDIO 

4. Browse for or type the replacement path, the path that SOHO Workstation 

computer should look for the audio files. E.g. \\studio_pc\AUDIO\ or 

\\studio_pc\C\AUDIO\  

5. Press ok 

 

7.3.3 Permanent Change Of Filenames 

 

There are cases that your audio files or folder with audio files need to change location. A 

classic example is changing hard disk in Studio computer. Old disk could be D:\ and new disk 

letter could be F:\ . Then SOHO will not be able to access and broadcast the audio files. 

For this case you can use the permanent change of filenames. This feature enables you to 

change massively the filepaths SOHO has saved for your audio files.  
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To do so: 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Settings, Audio Folder Mappings 

2. Press Permanent Change Of Filenames 

You can select which libraries will be affected from the changes to the filenames. Please use 

the old starting path you want to replace in Original Path and the new starting path to the 

Replacement Path.  

Then please press Preview Changes and the total number of affected files from changes will 

be shown. If you are ok with those changes then press the Mass Change button.  

 

 

7.4 SQL Server Settings 

 

From the SQL server settings you can manage the databases stored in the SQL server and 

select which database SOHO will use, with what username and what password. 

The default settings for the connection of SOHO to the SQL server database are: 

Database name: SOHO 
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Username: sa 

Password: jazler  

You can change any of the above for your database but then please make sure you make the 

appropriate changes in SOHO in SQL server settings. Otherwise, SOHO will not be able to 

connect to and open the database. 

 

 

7.4.1 Editing the SQL server settings 
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You can edit the SQL server settings and database which SOHO uses: 

1. Browser to   SOHO Control Panel, Settings, SQL Server Settings 

2. Press search for servers or type the computer name where the SQL server is 

installed 

Tip: you might have to also add the SQL instance in the computer name if the 

instance is not default e.g. computer_name\SQLinstance 

3. Type the username, default: sa 

4. Type the password, default: jazler 

5. Press see what databases are already installed or type the database name, 

default: SOHO 

6. Press test connection 

7. Press ok 

 

7.4.2 Creating a new database on SQL server for a second radio station 

 

SQL server can host many databases. As a result if you have 2 or more radio stations on your 

facilities, you can create a database for each radio station on your installed SQL server. 

To create a new database: 

1. Browser to   SOHO Control Panel, Settings, SQL Server Settings 

2. Press database utilities 

3. Press create NEW database 

4. Type the name of the NEW database, e.g. the radio station name 

5. Press ok 

Now that you have the new database, you can install the SOHO Studio in any of your 

computers following the Installation chapter. 
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7.4.3 Reconnecting to SQL server if it was not found on startup 

 

If the SQL server is hosted in another computer then it is likely that after a power failure the 

computer with SQL server does not startup as fast as the computer with SOHO studio. For 

these cases there is the option Try to reconnect if the SQL server was not found in startup.  

This option will make sure that even if SOHO studio starts earlier and the SQL server 

computer has not opened yet, it will try to reconnect to the SQL server.  

 

7.4.4 Clean up and shrink database 

 

This utility cleans up the database and deletes all data that is no longer needed from specific 

time and back. 
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More specifically it cleans up broadcast metadata and not your actual records. It will NOT 

delete any songs, commercials etc. or any file. It will delete the metadata associated with 

them like date and time a file was broadcasted or scheduled.  

This allows you to reduce the size of the database file and increase the efficiency of the 

database along with the speed in various operations.  

To use the utility: 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Settings, SQL Server Settings 

2. Press Clean Up and Shrink Database 
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7.5 Weather API 

 

SOHO fetches weather data from OpenWeather so it can be used in RDS. To start using this 

feature you will need to create an OpenWeather account and use the OpenWeather key in 

SOHO.  

 

 

7.5.1 Setting up Weather API 
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In order to make the Weather API settings:  

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Settings, Weather API 

2. Make the settings you want 

More specifically you can  

a. set the Weather Request Rate in minutes 

b. select metric system 

c. select language 

 

7.5.2 Adding Locations for which to fetch data 

 

In order to add a location: 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Settings, Weather API 

2. Press Add  

3. Type the name of the location 

4. Paste the Latitude, Longitude and City ID 

5. Press Test button to fetch the weather data for your locations 

If the settings were made properly then you will be able to see the temperatures for your 

locations.  

 

7.5.3 Using the Weather API data in RDS 

 

After setting up the Weather API and adding your locations you will be able to add the 

weather keywords in RDS.  

More specifically: 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Scheduling, RDS 

2. Press the Edit Schedule  

3. Press the add PS keyword if you want to use the weather data in PS text 

4. Press the add RT keyword if you want to use the weather data in RT text 
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8 Utilities 
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8.1 Internet Updater 

 

The SOHO Internet Updater is the utility of a modern radio station, the hub to your radio 

station in internet and to be more precise to the metadata of your radio station in internet.  

SOHO has very advanced features and tools to embed the metadata in the most common 

services and even has functions to be used with custom services or not specified yet 

explicitly in SOHO. 

 

 

8.1.1 Basic knowledge for SOHO Internet Updater 

 

When each track starts playing, SOHO updates the corresponding files. This is of course if 

SOHO is allowed to and if the type of audio file allows the metadata to be updated form the 

settings.  
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• The exported files and folders are located in C:\Jazler SOHO\Exports folder 

• Files that are updated are:  

➢ NowOnAir.xml , can be used for artist, title and further information about 

the track playing 

➢ NowOnAir.txt , can be used for artist and title metadata 

➢ AirPlayHistory.xml , can be used for history of broadcasted tracks 

➢ AirPlayNext.xml , can be used for the upcoming tracks 

➢ Custom File Export  , can be used for solutions that are not offered with the 

rest files 

➢ CurrentAlbumImage.jpg , can be used for album image of current playing 

track 

• If enabled, SOHO keeps cache of exported album images for the songs, the folder is  

C:\Jazler SOHO\Exports\AlbumsCache  

 

8.1.2 Making the basic settings for the metadata 

 

First step is to make the basic settings. For example, will all audio file types be announced? 

Or just the songs? Or songs and spot sonly?  

You can start customizing:  

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Utilities, Internet Updater 

2. NowOnAir.xml and NowOnAir.txt – Choose what to show when Jazler is 

playing… do one of the following for each library type: 

a. Set field empty: SOHO updates the NowOnAir.xml and NowOnAir.txt 

files with the metadata assigned in corresponding library record (e.g. 

updates song metadata with what is assigned in the song record in 

songs library). 
b. Set field with NO-UPDATE: SOHO does not update the NowOnAir.xml 

and NowOnAir.txt when playing this library type 
c. Set field with custom message: SOHO updates the NowOnAir.xml and 

NowOnAir.txt always with the custom message when file is playing form 

this library type 
3. Enable/disable updating the AirPlayNext.xml file 
4. Enable/disable updating the AirPlayHistory.xml file 
5. Enable/disable updating the Custom Export File 
6. Enable/disable updating the CurrentAlbumImage.jpg  
7. If the language used for your metadata includes non-Latin characters, make sure 

in other settings the encoding is set to Unicode 
8. In case you want non-Latin characters to be translated to Latin for better 

compatibility with certain services enable the Translate everything to Latin 

characters (via RDS letter replacement) 
9. Press ok to save changes 
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8.1.3 Updating radio station website with artist, title, album image and other metadata 

 

There are 2 ways to update metadata, embedding them in the URL stream or by uploading 

files on your server via FTP. 

If you are interested in embedding the metadata in the URL stream please refer to 

STREAMING ENCODERS chapter.  

To upload SOHO exported files on your server via FTP: 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Utilities, Internet Updater 

2. Press edit updating services at the bottom  
3. Press add and select FTP Upload 
4. Fill in the fields with your FTP server details 
5. Press test service 
6. If the test was successful, make sure you check the Enabled at the top to enable 

the service with each track change 
7. If you want to use Album Cache option, enable Upload Album Cache  
8. Press ok to save changes 

Now, each time a new track starts playing, SOHO uploads the updated files with the new 

metadata of playing track. 

Now that the exported files are uploaded to your server, your web developer needs to make 

the website “open” the files, extract the metadata and display them.  

 

 

8.1.4 Updating TuneIn metadata 
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SOHO can update the TuneIn of your radio station with current playing metadata. Please 

mind that you might need to contact TuneIn first to get the Partner Key, Partner ID and 

Station ID of your radio station. 

To enable updating TuneIn metadata:  

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Utilities, Internet Updater 

2. Press edit updating services at the bottom  
3. Press add and select TuneIn 
4. Fill in the fields with the details of TuneIn service 
5. Press test service 
6. If the test was successful, make sure you check the Enabled at the top to enable 

the service with each track change 
7. Press ok to save changes 

 

 

8.1.5 Copying exported files to other folder or even to other computer 

 

The copy files updating service, will copy the contents of the SOHO Exports folder to the 

destination folder selected with each track change.  

To copy the contents of the Exports folder:  

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Utilities, Internet Updater 

2. Press edit updating services at the bottom  
3. Press add and select Copy Files 
4. Fill in the fields with the details and set the path where the files will be copied 
5. Press test service 
6. If the test was successful, make sure you check the Enabled at the top to enable 

the service with each track change 
7. Press ok to save changes 
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8.1.6 Updating metadata with HTTP GET and POST 

 

There are certain services that require using HTTP GET and POST methods to update the 

metadata or even you could use it to trigger something. 

To use HTTP GET and POST methods: 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Utilities, Internet Updater 

2. Press edit updating services at the bottom  
3. Press add and select HTTP 
4. Fill in the fields with the details, set the server address and select either POST or 

GET method 
5. Use add new keyword and delete keyword buttons to add parameters on your 

requests. Note: The parameter can be changed accordingly with what each 

service expects and the keyword remains static for SOHO to use the value of the 

corresponding keyword for each track 
6. Press test service 
7. If the test was successful, make sure you check the Enabled at the top to enable 

the service with each track change 
8. Press ok to save changes 
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8.1.7 Updating metadata with TCP/UDP 

 

Using TCP and UDP connections are required from certain services in order to accept the 

metadata.  

To use them:  

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Utilities, Internet Updater 

2. Press edit updating services at the bottom  
3. Press add and select HTTP 
4. Fill in the fields with the details, set the server address and select either POST or 

GET method 
5. Use add new keyword and delete keyword buttons to add parameters on your 

requests. Note: The parameter can be changed accordingly with what each 

service expects and the keyword remains static for SOHO to use the value of the 

corresponding keyword for each track 
6. Press test service 
7. If the test was successful, make sure you check the Enabled at the top to enable 

the service with each track change 
8. Press ok to save changes 
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8.1.8 Metadata embedded in the radio station URL audio stream 

 

Many services, modules and players support extracting the metadata directly from the URL 

stream of the radio station. This is a rather simple and easy way to update the metadata.  

Please follow the streaming encoders chapter for embedding metadata in the stream.  

 

8.1.9 Disabling Internet Updater 

 

If for some reason you do not want the internet updater to be in use, you can disable all 

internet updater functions with a single click: 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Utilities, Internet Updater 

2. Uncheck the Enable Updater at the very top 

3. Press ok 

  

8.1.10 Disabling metadata update for spots and/or jingles etc. 

 

It is common many radio stations require updating metadata only for the songs and not for 

the spots or for jingles. 

In SOHO you can disable updating the metadata for the various library types that audio files 

are imported in. 

To disable updating the metadata of a library type: 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Utilities, Internet Updater 

2. In section NowOnAir.xml and NowOnAir.txt – Choose what to show when 

Jazler is playing… find the library type you want not to update and then:  

Type in the field NO-UPDATE: SOHO does not update the NowOnAir.xml 

and NowOnAir.txt when playing a file from this library type 
3. Press ok to save changes 

 

8.1.11 Setting custom message to appear as metadata when playing spots and/or jingles etc. 

 

You can set a custom message to appear as metadata when playing a file from certain library 

type. For instance, you can set “broadcasting commercials” when your commercial break is 

playing. 

To set the custom message for the library type: 
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1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Utilities, Internet Updater 

2. In section NowOnAir.xml and NowOnAir.txt – Choose what to show when 

Jazler is playing… find the library type you want the custom message for and 

then:  

Type in the field the custom message you want: SOHO updates the 

metadata of the NowOnAir.xml and NowOnAir.txt with the custom message 

typed, when playing a file from this library type 
3. Press ok to save changes 

 

8.1.12 Force updating the metadata 

 

You can forcibly update the metadata for all created services. To do so:  

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Utilities, Internet Updater 

2. Press the Force Update Now button  

 

 

8.2 Streaming Encoders 

 

The traditional radio station broadcasts in FM. But since the revolution of internet it is now 

not only recommended but might even be necessary to broadcast in internet too.  

For this reason, SOHO comes with integrated streaming encoders which can: 

• Stream your audio output to your streaming server, usually rented 

• Stream your audio directly from SOHO, acting as  streaming server, the SOHO server 
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8.2.1 Streaming SOHO audio output to streaming server – Adding encoders 

 

To stream your audio output to your streaming server: 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Utilities, Streaming Encoders 

2. Select the audio input/soundcard that will be used 

3. Press add 

4. Type the encoder name 

5. Select streaming type, the type of your server SHOUTcast, Icecast 

6. Fill in the fields, the essential fields are marked with red 

7. Press ok 

8. Press start for the encoder to start streaming 
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8.2.2 Embedding metadata in the stream 

 

To embed the artist and title in the stream: 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Utilities, Streaming Encoders 

2. Double click your already added encoder 

3. Make sure the send artist & title metadata is checked 

4. Press ok  

 

8.2.3 Embedding station logo image in the stream 

 

This option is only available for Shoutcast servers version 2 (Shoutcast v2) 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Utilities, Streaming Encoders 

2. Double click your already added encoder 

3. Make sure the send station logo image in stream is checked 

4. Press ok  

 

8.2.4 Setting encoders to start automatically 

 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Utilities, Streaming Encoders 

2. Double click your already added encoder 
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3. Make sure the start automatically is checked 

4. Press ok  

 

8.2.5 SOHO server – Using SOHO to broadcast online 

 

You can use SOHO as a streaming server. There are though some perquisites and some 

warnings you should be aware of. 

 

8.2.5.1 Requirements 

 

Using SOHO as a streaming server requires: 

• Static internet IP address or domain name assigned to your internet IP address 

• LAN IP address of SOHO Studio computer must be manually assigned in order not to 

change at any circumstances 

• Port forwarding: The SOHO server port that will be used must be forwarded in your 

router settings. More specifically need to be forwarded to the LAN IP address of the 

SOHO Studio computer 

For more information on these please consult your IT department. 

 

8.2.5.2 Warnings 

 

You should also be aware of some warnings about using the SOHO server and most 

specifically your internet connection to serve your listeners:  

• Your internet connection must be stable and have high bandwidth. It is your internet 

connection and to be more precise your upload bandwidth that will be used to serve 

your listeners. If you do not have stable and good quality connection or the listeners 

are too many for your upload bandwidth you will have internet problems and your 

listeners will face problems like disconnections, audio stuttering and many others 

• Embedding metadata with SOHO server is not supported 

 

8.2.5.3 Enabling SOHO server 

 

After checking the above, we can proceed to adding a SOHO server: 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Utilities, Streaming Encoders 
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2. Select the audio input/soundcard that will be used 

3. Press add 

4. Type the encoder name 

5. In streaming type select SOHO server 

6. Type the port that will be used for the SOHO server 

7. Press ok 

8. Press start for the SOHO server to start and wait for incoming connections 

  

8.2.5.4 Listening to radio station using SOHO server 

 

After creating the SOHO server as mentioned in previous chapter:  

• In your LAN network you can listen to the stream by using 

http://local_ip_soho_studio_pc:port 

• Your listeners can listen to your radio by giving them the URL 

http://static_ip_address_or_domain_name:port 

 

8.3 Integrity Check 

 

This utility lets you quickly and easily find which library audio files can no longer be accessed 

and found. 
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8.3.1 Checking which audio files can be accessed – Managing the inaccessible files 

 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Utilities, Integrity Check 

2. Select the type of library files you want to be checked 

3. In what files should be searched in each library select either all files, enabled 

files, disabled files 

4. Press start check 

5. Wait for the search to end and review the results 

6. Once you are ready select how the inaccessible files should be dealt with 

a. Saving results in text file 

b. Disabling these files in their library 

c. Deleting these files from their library 

7. Close the integrity check utility 

 

8.4 Reset Database 

 

The reset database utility offers the option to reset all or some selected libraries 
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8.4.1 Resetting the database – Resetting the libraries  

 

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Utilities, Integrity Check 

2. Select the libraries you want reset 

3. Press next 

4.  Wait for the reset to be completed and press ok 

 

8.5 Import a RadioStar Database 

 

Of course Jazler RadioStar users will have their databases imported in SOHO. There is no 

need to start fresh, unless of course you want it this way. You can also select what to be 

imported. 
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8.5.1 Importing RadioStar databases in SOHO 

 

1. Browse to Soho Control Panel, Utilities, Import a RadioStar Database 

2. Select your RS2 backup folder 

3. Select the data to be imported 

4. After the import is made with success, restart SOHO 

NOTE: SOHO imports the image files (cover album, art etc.) from your audio files. If you 

would like to extract the images then the audio files MUST be accessible during the import 

procedure. 

 

8.6 Broadcasting Reports  

 

The broadcasting reports is used in order to export reports of your broadcasted audio files 

for copyright authorities or for your needs such as checking what got broadcasted.  
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We have created various reports for different copyright authorities in different countries 

based on their requirements.  

 

 

8.6.1 Exporting the report for your copyright authority 

 

In order to create the report:  

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Utilities, Broadcasting Reports 

2. Select the style of your report. It can be one of the already added styles or 

customize your own 

3. Define the Dates for the report. You can select specific month or set the start and 

end dates as you wish 

4. Select format of the exported file. It can be .txt or .csv 

5. Press Export  

 

8.6.2 Customizing a report 
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With the custom style you can create a template for reports. Once you create it is saved and 

it will be used to create a report each time you export a custom report.  

In order to create a template for custom report:  

1. Browse to SOHO Control Panel, Utilities, Broadcasting Reports 

2. Select Custom in the select style option 

3. Press the Customize Report button 

4. Make the settings you need and then press OK  
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